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A message from the Artistic Director 
Welcome to the Illinois Shakespeare Festival's twenty-
third season. The first season in its new permanent theatre. 
It will certainly be a season all of us who bring you the 
Festival each year will long remember. Even after many years 
of growth and success, after years of planning and hoping, the 
opening of a new theatre seems 
almost unfathomable. And yet 
as you read this, perhaps you 
are within it, soaking in its 
thrill. Some of you ( and there 
are many of you) are perhaps 
taking some quiet satisfaction 
in the part you played in mak-
ing this dream come true. 
0 for a Muse of fire, that would ascend 
The brightest heaven of invention, 
A kingdom for a stage, princes to act 
And monarchs to behold the swelling scene! 
Please indulge that feeling - you deserve to. 
Very few communities build theaters at all, let alone ones devoted to the 
theatre of Shakespeare. There are a few: in Stratford, Ontario; in Ashland, 
Oregon; in Cedar City, Utah; in Chicago; in New York. Such an accomplish-
ment is an expression of a community's sense of itself. Of its love of great the-
atre, its love of great literature, its love of a great 
time on a summer evening. On behalf of all of us, 
now and in the past, who have worked long and 
hard to make the great evenings happen, let me 
thank all of you who have contributed, or intend to 
contribute, to this beautiful facility. Believe me, it 
has inspired all of us who have brought you this 
season, and we are eager to "take it out for a spin" 
- to see what it can do. 
And that is, appropriately, our new chal-
lenge: to fill this space with our best efforts. As 
we are inspired by this theatre, our goal is to 
inspire you with the theatre we make. Theatre that 
strives. That reaches to match the power and life 
in the language of its author. And, ultimately, the-
atre more lively and thrilling than even the build-
ing of which we have so long dreamed. 
Welcome. 
- Calvin MacLean 
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A LOOK BACK IN TIME 
For more pictures from the first season, see page 25 
In the very first program guide for the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, Artistic 
Director Calvin Pritner wrote: 'The opening of the Illinois Shakespeare Festival repre-
sents several years of dreaming, hoping, talking, and planning ... the enthusiasm for this 
project has continued. Almost uniformly the people with whom we have worked on the 
project have seen the tremendous potential for an important theatncal and cultural proJ-
ect that the Shakespeare Festival represents. There is reason to believe it could become 
one of the most important cultural institutions in the region .... " 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival was founded in 1978 as a cooperative communi-
ty outreach effort between the Department of Theatre and the College of Fine Arts at 
Illinois State University. 
From its inception, the primary mission of the Festival has been to provide a_udi-
ences in Central Illinois and the surrounding Midwest Region with a profess10nal caliber, 
summer Shakespearean theatre. The quality of work has been recognized in major news-
papers, in scholarly journals, and the Festival's significance to the field has been noted in 
libraries as far away as England. The Festival has also continued and expanded a strong 
commitment to education - educating audiences, artists, and the children who will be 
future artists and audiences. This has been accomplished through its performances, as 
well as program articles, museum exhibits, lectures, workshops, discussions, educational 
video series, library programs, apprenticeship programs, and other activities. That com-
mitment was enhanced in 1996 with the expansion of a Family Green Show featuring 
short plays adapted from Shakespeare for children. A secondary mission of the Festival 
1978 - As You Like It, Macbeth, Twelfth Night 
1979 - Hamlet, King Henry IV part I , The Taming of the Shrew 
1980 - The Merry Wives of Windsor, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Romeo and Juliet 
1981 - The Comedy of Errors, Julius Caesar, The Winter's Tale 
1982 - King Henry IV part II, Love's Labour's Lost, Othello 
1983 - Macbeth, Much Ado About Nothing, The Two Gentlemen of Verona 
1984 - Pericles, The Merchant of Venice, The Taming of the Shrew 
1985 - Cymbeline, King Lear, A Midsummer Night's Dream 
1986 - As You Like It, Hamlet, The Tempest 
1987 - Measure for Measure, Romeo and Juliet, Twelfth Night 
1988 - All's Well That Ends Well, The Comedy of Errors, Richard III 
1989 - Henry V, The Merry Wives of Windsor, She Stoops to Conquer by Oliver 
Goldsmith 
1990 - Julius Caesar, Much Ado About Nothing, The Rivals by Richard Brinsley 
Sheridan 
1991 -Antony and Cleopatra, Othello, The Taming of the Shrew 
1992 - Macbeth, As You Like It, The Winter's Tale 
1993 - Richard IL Pericles, A Midsummer Night's Dream 
1994 - Romeo and Juliet, Two Gentlemen of Verona, Henry IV part 1 
1995 - Cymbeline, Henry IV, part 2, The Comedy of Errors 
1996 - Twelfth Night, The Tempest, The Triumph of Love by Marivaux 
1997 - Hamlet, All's Well That Ends Well, Rosencrantz & Guildenstern are Dead by 
Tom Stoppard 
1998 - Much Ado About Nothing, Measure for Measure, The Falcon's Pitch adapted 
by Jeffrey Sweet 
1999 - The Merry Wives of Windsor, Richard III, Wild Oats by John O'Keeffe 
2000 - Taming of the Shrew, King John, The Three Musketeers by Eberle Thomas and 
Barbara Redmond 
is to provide a unique opportunity in the Midwest for 
young Illinois actors to perform Shakespeare and obtam 
classical training under the tutelage and direction of expe-
rienced professionals. 
As a public service effort, the Festival operates as an 
enterprise independent from the Theatre Department's 
academic programs. The Festival has, over the years, 
developed into an operation in partnership with the com-
munity through the support of the Illinois Shakespeare 
Society - a membership-based, community organization 
begun in 1982 which raises funds and awareness for the 
Festival - as well as local and regional support and spon-
sorship from businesses and organizations. 
In 1978, the Festival presented twenty-one perform-
ances to a season audience of just over 6,500. Since then, 
the audience has more than doubled, and every aspect of 
the company has increased in size, quality, and reputation. 
The Festival has grown from a strongly Illinois State 
University-based theatre (with many of its early actors 
going on to highly successful professional careers), to a 
professional theatre that showcases a wide range of 
Illinois talent while attracting nationally prominent out-
of-state artists. In 1998, the Festival became an "Actors' 
Equity Association" theatre, enhancing the recruitment of 
top artistic talent. 
Until this year, the Festival was still housed in its 
original, "temporary" wooden structure, with ongoing 
improvements to accommodate growing audiences and to 
improve sight lines and acoustic conditions. In this, the 
23rd season of the Festival, the dream of a permanent the-
atre facility comes true, bringing the Festival one step 
closer to being "one of the most important cultural insti-
tutions in the region." 
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THE TAMING OF THE 1SHREW 
SYNOPSIS 
The wealthy young Lucentio, with his servants 
Tranio and Biondello, arrives in Padua to attend univer-
sity. The two are present when Baptista Minola enters 
with his two daughters, Katharina and Bianca, and 
Bianca's suitors, Hortensio and Gremio. Baptista 
announces that no one will be permitted to have Bianca's 
hand in marriage until his elder daughter, Katharina, is 
married. Watching this scene, Lucentio is struck by 
Bianca's sweet and modest demeanor and falls hopeless-
ly in love. In the hopes of gaining favor with Baptista 
(and therefore access to Bianca's hand), both Hortensio 
and Gremio set out to find tutors for Baptista's daugh-
ters. Hortensio points out that their first task, however, 
should be to find a husband for the elder daughter, 
Katharina. Lucentio and Tranio decide on a plan to dis-
guise Lucentio as a philosophy teacher, Cambio, and 
have Tranio take his place as Lucentio. 
Petruchio and his servant Grumio arrive in Padua, 
where Petruchio visits his friend Hortensio. Leaming of 
Petruchio's desire for a wealthy wife, Hortensio immedi-
ately suggest that Petruchio take Katharina for his wife. 
He points out that although she may have a foul temper, 
her beauty and sizable dowry should more than make up 
for that. Petruchio asks to be immediately taken to the 
Minola household. In return, Hortensio asks Petruchio 
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to introduce him as a music teacher, so that he may court Bianca. 
Meanwhile, Gremio, unaware of Lucentio's true identity, plans to present 
him as Cambio to Baptista. They all meet with Tranio (now disguised as 
Lucentio) who announces his plans to woo Bianca. The three suitors agree 
to help Petruchio win Katharina's heart, in order to free Bianca for one of 
them. 
Petruchio, Lucentio (disguised as Cambio), Gremio, Hortensio (dis-
guised as Licio ), and Tranio (posing as Lucentio) present themselves at 
Baptista's house. Petruchio introduces himself as Katharina's suitor and 
introduces the disguised Hortensio as a music teacher. Then, Gremio intro-
duces the supposed Cambio and Tranio (as Lucentio), introduces himself, 
offers a gift of books and musical intru-
ments and asks permission to court 
Bianca. Baptista warns Petruchio of 
Katharina's temper, but consents to a 
marriage if Petruchio can win her heart. 
Katharina and Petruchio's first meeting 
does not seem to sway her, but Petruchio 
vows that he will marry her. He then 
tells Baptista that things went well, and 
the two will be married the following 
Sunday. Baptista accepts Petruchio's 
word, and Petruchio leaves for Venice to 
prepare for the wedding. With this news, 
Gremio and Tranio bid for Bianca's 
hand. Swayed by Tranio's apparent 
wealth, Baptista promises him Bianca's 
hand if he can bring assurance from his 
father Vincentio that the dowry prom-
ised will be paid. This leaves Tranio 
~ with the problem of finding a 
"Vincentio" to cover such an assurance. 
The rivals Cambio (Lucentio) and 
Licio (Hortensio) "instruct" Bianca. 
During a supposed Latin lesson, 
Lucentio reveals his true identity to 
Bianca and explains his motives. 
Hortensio also reveals himself, but 
Bianca is not impressed. Hortensio 
senses Lucentio's hidden intentions, and states that he will abandon his suit 
if Bianca's affections can be gained by one so low as a schoolmaster. 
On the day of the wedding, Petruchio is late arriving for the ceremony 
and Katharina is humiliated. When he finally arrives, everyone is shocked 
at his attire and behavior. He refuses to change into something more suit-
able, continues his antic behavior throughout the ceremony, and immedi-
ately after the ceremony, Petruchio announces that he and Katharina will 
leave before the onset of any wedding dinner. Katharina begs and rants, but 
Petruchio carries her off to his home in Verona. 
Grumio describes to the other household servants the troubles met by 
his master and his new mistress, Katharina, on their way home from the 
wedding. When the exhausted couple arrive home, Petruchio continues to 
play the unsatisfied master, finding fault with the servants and food, and 
declaring that they will all go to bed without supper. 
Tranio (still posing as Lucentio) makes sure that 
Hortensio see's Bianca's preference for her Latin tutor, and 
the two agree to swear off their suits for Bianca. Hortensio 
chooses instead a widow who loves him, leaving only 
Lucentio to woo Bianca. Biondello (who has been assigned 
to find someone to play the part of"Vincentio") and Tranio 
find a pedant on the road who they dupe into playing the 
part. 
Hortensio arrives in Verona to relate the news of 
Lucentio and Bianca's betrothal and finds that Petruchio's 
antic behavior continues. Although he promises that they 
will go to visit Katharina's father, he refuses the fine 
clothes prepared by the tailor, and announces they will go 
in poor clothing, much to Katharina's dismay. 
Tranio, with the pedant disguised an Vincentio, visits 
Baptista who agrees to settle on the terms of marriage 
between Lucentio and Bianca. With the agreement made, 
Biondello urges the real Lucentio to make haste in marry-
ing Bianca. 
On the way to Baptista's house, Petruchio and 
Katharina meet an old man who reveals himself to be 
Vincentio, the father ofLucentio to whom Petruchio invites 
to travel along with them 
While Lucentio and Bianca are secretly married, 
Petruchio and company arrive at Lucentio's house to find 
the imposter Vincentio there. Biondello and Tranio try to 
cover the situation, but the real Vincentio is acknowledged 
when Lucentio enters with his new bride, asking his father's 
pardon and explaining the situation. 
The three newly married couples, Petruchio and 
Katharina, Lucentio and Bianca, and Hortensio and his 
widow, dine together. In response to taunts · about 
Katharina's disposition, Petruchio wagers that, of the three 
wives, his is the most obedient. His wager is won when 
both Bianca and the widow refuse to come at the request of 
their husbands, while Katharina responds with the two 
other women in tow. Katharina expresses her new philoso-
phy toward the relationship between husbands and their 
wives. Petruchio is delighted with this response and kisses 
her soundly. 
Sponsored by 
Biaggi s Ristorante Italiano 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Costume Designer 
KATHRYN ROHE 
Lighting Designer 
PETER BEUDERT 
Stage Manager 
TIMOTHY JUHL 
Director 
KAREN KESSLER 
Scenic Designer 
PETER BEUDERT 
Sound Designer 
AARON PAOLUCCI 
Assistant Director 
LINDSEY L. SMITH 
CAST 
in order of appearance 
Kate ................................. REBECCA MAcLEAN.,; 
Bianca ................................. KATHLEEN LoGELIN 
Bianca's Friends ........................ COURTNEY CLONCH, 
FAITH HURLEY, JOAN MARIE LAUCKNER 
Hortensio ............................... DAVID KORTEMEIER 
Gremio ................................... WALTER BRODY 
Cafe Owner ............................. ZACHARY FISCHER 
Gentlemen of Padua ... JoNATHAN AwoRI, CHRISTOPHER DENHAM, 
RAYMOND KURuT, GLENN PROUD, DREw VIDAL1 
Lucentio ................................. MICHAEL BURNs1 
Tranio ................................... JIMMIE GALAITES 
Baptista .......................... JACK McLAUGHLIN-GRAY.,; 
Biondello .... . ........................... BRADLEY WHITE 
Petruchio ..... . ........ . ........ . .... PHILIP EARL JoHNsON.,; 
Grumio ...................................... PAUL ERWIN 
Baptista's Secretary .......................... FAITH HURLEY 
Priest .................................... JoNATHAN AwoRI 
Curtis ..................................... JoE THOMPSON 
Peter ................................ CHRISTOPHER DENHAM 
Nathaniel ................................ ZACHARY FISCHER 
Nicholas ................................. RAYMOND KURur 
Philip ...................................... GLENN PROUD 
Joseph ...................................... DREW VIDAL 
The Widow ............................... TANDY CRONYN.,; 
The Pedant ................................ STEVEN YOUNG 
Tranio's Maid ........................... COURTNEY CLONCH 
Bus Driver ...... . ........ . ................. JoE THOMPSON 
Passengers ........ . .. . .. . .. . .... FAITH HURLEY, DREW VIDAL1 
Police Officer ............................... GLENN PROUD 
The Haberdasher .......................... JoNATHAN AwoRJ 
The Tailor ................................... JEAN VANIER 
The Tailor's Assistant ........................ LAUREN ORKus 
Vincentio ................................. HARRIS SMITH.,; 
Servants ....................... JoE THOMPSON, DREW VIDAL1 
Party Guests ............. JoNATHAN AwoRI, COURTNEY CLONCH, 
CHRISTOPHER DENHAM, ZACHARY FISCHER, MARcus D. HARVEY, 
FAITH HURLEY, RAYMOND KuRuT, JoAN MARIE LAUCKNER, 
PAMELA GAIL LAURIE, LAUREN ORKUS, 
GLENN PROUD, JEAN VANIER 
Understudies: 
JoNATHAN AwoRI (Hortensio), CouRTEY CLONCH (Bianca), ZACHARY FISCHER 
(Vincentio), MAR.cus D. HARVEY (Nathaniel), DAVID KORTEMEIER (Baptista), 
PAMELA GAIL LAURIE (The Tailor), KATHLEEN LoGELIN (Kate), THOMAS 
ANTHONY QUINN.,; (Petruchio), JEAN VANIER (The Widow) 
£denotes member of Actors' Equity Association 1 denotes Equity Membership Candidate 
- there will be one 15-minute intermission -
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WHEN Is A SHREW NOT A SHREW? 
The Taming of the Shrew Director's Notes 
Thousands upon thousands of words have been writ-
ten about what some see as the inherently sexist -some, 
more vehement, say mysogynist - content of The 
Taming of the Shrew. I suppose you could do a produc-
tion of this play that examined all the deeper, darker 
aspects of male/female gender roles and the inequality 
therein - but what fun would that be? It is, after all, sup-
posed to be a comedy. So how do you make fun out of 
this inherently sexist world? By making fun of it, of 
course. 
Sweet, coy and manipulative Bianca 
- who has most of the men in Padua, 
including her father, wrapped around her 
little finger - has as her primary goal in 
life to find the right man to marry. What 
more could a nice girl want? Her sister 
Katherine sees Bianca for what she is, and 
sees red that everyone is apparently taken 
in by Bianca's girlish games. Continually 
castigated by her father who takes 
Bianca's side at every turn, Katherine's 
anger fuels her outrageous behavior, mak-
ing it easy for the men around her to see 
her as wild and perverse - totally unlike 
the pliant, agreeble type of female they 
admire. Kate knows she doesn't want to 
play Bianca's games, but, considering the 
rigid upper middle-class mores in which 
she has been raised, doesn't know that 
there are any other options open to her. 
Enter Petruchio, a man who blithely strides through 
life making up his own rules. Needing to marry for his 
own reasons, he agrees to woo the "shrew" sight unseen, 
asssuming that he can handle anything she can dish out. 
What he finds when he meets Kate - besides an instant, 
intense mutual attraction - is a woman who can stand up 
for herself, a woman who can trade him quip for quip, a 
woman who can give as good as she gets. In short, he 
finds the woman of his dreams. 
Kate has spent a long time being angry though, and, 
her attraction to Petruchio and her desire to be gone from 
her father's house aside, that anger is not easily dispelled. 
The "taming" then becomes a process of Petruchio mir-
roring back to her her volatile behavior, showing her by 
example how indiscriminate her anger 
is. As this lesson is learned, she also 
begins to learn the joy of playing out-
side the conventional rules. In the 
famous sun and moon scene, it slowly 
dawns on Kate that she can make the 
world whatever she wants it to be -
she can make the sun the moon, she 
can making a blushing virgin out of an 
old gentleman - for the sheer fun of 
doing it. Kate sheds the boundaries 
and rules of the world in which she 
was raised and steps into the eccentric, 
. joyful world to which Petruchio has 
introduced her. 
Set in the sunny, sultry Italy 
of the 1950's, our production finds 
itself in a time where gender roles 
were still pretty rigidly defined. Men 
pursue women and women pursue 
marriage. Can Kate and Petruchio throw those defini-
tions away and create a loving fun-filled world of their 
own? I hope that by the end of the play you will think that 
the answer to that question is a resounding yes. 
KAREN KESSLER - Director (The Taming of the Shrew) 
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Karen returns to the Illinois Shakespeare Festival where she previously directed Alls Well That 
Ends Well in the summer of 1997. She was also in Bloomington this past fall as a guest artist at 
the Illinois State University Depeartment of Theatre where she directed Les Liaisons 
Dangereuses. Ms. Kessler is the Artistic Director of Famous Door Theatre in Chicago where she 
just directed the Midwest premier of Conor McPherson's This Lime Tree Bower. Previously for 
Famous Door she directed Remembrance and A Mislaid Heaven, a show that won its writer, 
Carson Grace Becker, a Joseph Jefferson Award for Best New Work. In Famous Door's 
2000/2001 season, Ms. Kessler will be directing the world premier of Early and Often by Barbara 
Wallace and Tom Wolfe as well as the US premier of A Going Concern by Stephen Jeffreys. 
Other Chicago directing credits include: Cyrano de Bergerac, Ten Tiny Fingers, Nine Tiny Toes, 
and the Jeff Award winning Wrens for Rivendell Theatre Ensemble, a company she co-founded; 
Mister Roberts for Powertap Productions; the Rivendell/Powertap co-productions of Hamlet and 
My Simple City; Ain't Misbehavin ', Into the Woods, Rumors and Bedroom Farce for Touchstone 
Theatre; Prin for Wildlife Theatre; The Tooth of Crime for Sterling Theatre; and Don Juan Comes 
Back from the War and The Nature and Purpose of the Universe for BNC Productions. Ms. 
Kessler has spent time at the Idaho Repertory Theatre where she directed The Merry Wives of 
Windsor and The Complete History of America (Abridged). She was also a guest artist at 
Denison University where she directed The Miss Firecracker Contest. Ms. Kessler received an 
MFA in directing from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. 
Vision 
~ . · · to find a better way I had a v1s1on 
In 1922, G.J. Mecher e · ision became State Farm. to sell insurance. His v 
When a vision becomes reality, 
the results can be amazing. 
State Farm congratulates the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
for making the longtime vision of a 
permanent theatre a reality. 
STATE FARM 
(ii) 
•-· INSURANCE ® 
statefarm.com 
S1all Farm Insurance Companies 
Home Offices: Bloomington Illinois 
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by Eberle Thomas 
and Barbara Redmond 
adapted from 
Alexandre Dumas' novel 
Les Trois Mousquetaires 
and his play 
La Jeunesse des Mousquetaires 
- ~e 
~ 
eteers 
Sponsored by Hampton Inn 
and First Edition Hair Salon 
-PRODUCTION STAFF 
Costume Designer 
DAN WILHELM 
Lighting Designer 
J. WILLIAM RUYLE 
Stage Manager 
SARAH BIERENBAUM 
Director 
BRANT POPE 
Scenic Designer 
JoHN STARK 
Sound Designer 
AARON PAOLUCCI 
Assistant Director 
JUNE EUBANKS 
d The Director is a member of the Society of S S C Stage Directors and Choreographers, Inc., 
an independent national labor union. 
CAST 
in order of appearance 
Anne de Breuil, later Lady Clarick, or simply "Milady" ...... TANDY CRONYN"' 
Paul Quenille, Comte de la Fere, later Athos, a Musketeer ... DAVID KORTEMEIER 
The Executioner of Lille ........................... WALTER BRODY 
The Innkeeper at "The Jolly Miller" ................. .JoE THOMPSON 
Zoe, the Innkeeper's Servant ....................... . ... LAUREN ORKUS 
Rochefort, Captain of the Cardinal's Guards ................... PAUL ERWIN 
Jussac, a Lieutenant of the Cardinal's Guards ................. DREW VmAL1 
Benoit, a member of the Cardinal's Guards .................. GLENN PROUD 
D' Artagnan, a young Gascon who becomes a Musketeer ...... MICHAEL BURNs1 
Cardinal Richelieu (Armand Jean Du Plessis) .......... RODERICK PEEPLES"' 
Porthos, a Musketeer ....................... THOMAS ANTHONY QuINN"' 
Aramis, a Musketeer ........... • .. • ............... ZACHARY FISCHER 
De Chemerault, a Musketeer .................... CHRISTOPHER DENHAM 
D'Estrees, a Musketeer ............................. JIMMIE GALAITES 
Treville, Captain of the King's Musketeers .........•.. • ..... STEVEN YoUNG 
Louis XIII, King of France .......................... BRADLEY WHITE 
La Chesnaye, the King's Page ........................ JoNATHAN AwoRI 
Leveque, a member of the Cardinal's Guards ...•.......... RAYMOND KURUT 
Tourel, a member of the Cardinal's Guards ............ CHRISTOPHER DENHAM 
Planchet, D'Artagnan's lackey ........................ JoNATHAN AwoRI 
Bazin, Aramis' lackey ......... • .. • .. • .. • .. • .. . ..... JIMMIE GALAITES 
Mousketon, Porthos' lackey ............................ GLENN PROUD 
Grimaud, Athos' lackey .......................... MARcus D. HARVEY 
Bonacieux, a grocer (Provisions Merchant to the King) ........ WALTER BRODY 
Constance, Bonacieux' wife & Maid of Honor to the Queen .. KATHLEEN LOGELIN 
George Villiers, Duke ofBuckingham ................... HARR!s SMITH"' 
Anne of Austria, Queen of France ................. REBECCA MACLEAN"' 
Patrick, Buckingham's aide ............................. DREW VmAL1 
An English Naval Officer ........................ JIMMIE GALAITES 
Felton, a Puritan shipmaster .......................... RAYMOND KURur 
The Chief Alderman of Paris ........................ JoE THOMPSON 
Marguerite, a Lady-in-Waiting .......................... FAITH HURLEY 
A Nun at the Convent of the Carrnelites in Bethune ...... JEAN VANIER 
Convent Nuns ............ COURTNEY CLONCH, JoAN MARIE LAUCKNER, 
PAMELA GAIL LAURIE 
Understudies: 
JoNATHAN AwoRI (Athos/ Treville), CHRISTOPHER DENHAM (Buckingham/ Benoit/ 
Mousketon), FAITH HURLEY (Queen Anne/ Convent Nun), JoAN MARIE LAUCKER 
(Milady/ Marguerite), GLENN PROUD (Porthos/ De Chemerault/ Toure!), STEVEN YoUNG 
(Richelieu/ La Chesnaye/ Planchet) 
"'denotes member of Actors' Equity Association 1 denotes Equity Membership Candidate 
- there will be one 15-minute intermission -
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THE KING AND THE CARDINAL 
The Three Musketeers Director's Notes 
King Louis XIII of France ascended to the throne in 
1610 at the age of eight. Due to his tender age, his moth-
er actually ruled the country as Regent. In 1615 he mar-
ried Anne of Austria, who was the daughter of Phillip III 
of Spain, and two years later he ended his mother's 
regency. However, mother, Marie de Medicis, was rather 
used to the job and didn't relinquish her position without 
a fight. Louis had to exile her to Blois, and then suppress 
two subsequent attempts to regain her power. Marie had a 
unique way defining the term "blood relation." In 1617, at 
the time Louis exiled his 
mother, Armand Jean du 
Plessis, Due du 
Richelieu, was the sec-
retary of state for for-
eign affairs. When 
Marie lost her job, so 
did Richelieu. However, 
Richelieu then ingratiat-
ed himself with the 
King by brokering the 
peace between Louis 
and his mother as she 
continued pressing for 
power after her exile. 
Having gained the 
indebtedness of the 
King, Richelieu became 
Cardinal in 1622, and 
then chief of the royal 
council in 1624. It was at this time that Louis XIII entrust-
ed Richelieu with absolute authority to run the country. 
Meanwhile Louis, a devout Catholic, decided in 1620 to 
bring the largely Protestant provinces of Bern and French 
Navarre back to the Mother Church, and he initiated a mil-
itary campaign to re-establish Catholicism in those 
provinces. Richelieu, pressing a policy of absolute author-
ity to the crown, encouraged Louis in this move. In fact, 
by vigorously pressing the authority of the crown against 
the Protestant Huguenots, by opposing the growing threat 
of Spain and Austria in the Thirty Years War, and by being 
a brilliant master administrator and tax collector working 
always in the name of the crown, Richelieu became both 
indispensable to Louis XIII, and his rival for power. This 
unusual relationship between King and Cardinal sets the 
stage for the conflict in The Three Musketeers. They live 
in an uneasy union, rivals for power yet dependent upon 
each other. They each 
have armies, overtly 
fighting for France 
and covertly battling 
each other. The ten-
sion between them is 
much more interest-
ing and intense 
because it can't 
explode. However, 
this adaptation of The 
Three Musketeers is 
not really the story of 
Louis and Richelieu, 
but of the coming of 
age of D 'Artagnan. 
He goes to Paris a 
-~ young, brash, cocky 
boy from Gascony. 
But even before arriving, he finds himself immersed in 
power and politics. He emerges at the end of the play, after 
harrowing adventures and deep loss, a different, more 
mature person. This unique rivalry between Louis XIII 
and Richelieu is the fire through which D' Artagnan pass-
es, taking us all with him. 
BRANT POPE- Director (The Three Musketeers) 
IO 
Brant Pope is currently the Director of the FSU/ Asolo Conservatory for Actor Train-
ing and Associate Artistic Director of the Asolo Theatre Company (LORT) in Saraso-
ta, Florida. As a member of Actors' Equity Association and the Society of Stage Direc-
tors and Choreographers, Mr. Pope's work has been seen off-Broadway and nationally 
at such theatres as The Harford Stage Company, Pennsylvania Centre Stage, ArtPark, 
Florida Studio Theatre, American Stage, and the Connecticut Repertory Theatre. His 
nine seasons at the Asolo have seen him direct a wide range of plays from Shaw's Mis-
alliance and Williams' Summer and Smoke to new plays such as Beast On The Moon, 
Three Days of Rain, and Kindertransport. Brant and his costume designer wife Bar-
bara are the proud parents of their daughter, Olivia. 
I 
Focus on the future 
II 
BY 
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 
SYNOPSIS 
As the play begins, King John realizes that the King of 
France, his son Louis the Dauphin, and the Duke of Austria, 
support his brother's young son, Prince Arthur, for the English 
crown. Chatillon informs the King that if he does not submit, 
France will attack. John refuses. John's mother Eleanor of 
Aquitaine reprimands him for not dealing with the young 
prince and his mother, Constance of Brittany before matters 
escalated. 
Philip Faulconbridge and his younger brother Robert 
apply to the court for justice in a land dispute between them 
regarding their inheritance. Robert claims that Philip was not 
born of their father, but is the bastard son of King Richard I. 
Eleanor sees the likeness of her eldest son in Philip and offers 
him knighthood. Philip accepts, ready to serve his King. 
Outside the walls of Angiers, John's forces and those of 
the supporters of Prince Arthur clash over Arthur's claim to 
the throne. Hubert, citizen of Angiers, informs both sides that 
Angiers will bow to the rightful King of England, but only 
after the dispute is settled. The evenly matched forces clash 
and, failing to produce a victor, decide to turn their anger on 
Angiers. Hubert, thinking fast, proposes a truce between the 
two sides involving the marriage of John's niece, Lady 
Blanche, to Lewis the Dauphin. Eleanor, anxious to preserve 
her son's position, encourages the match, and the two are 
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whisked off to be wed. The news angers Philip the Bastard, as 
he feels the Kings have broken faith "upon commodity," and 
Constance is enraged that her son Arthur's claim has been 
dropped. 
Cardinal Pandulph informs King John that the Pope wish-
es to install Steven Langton as Archbishop of Canterbury. John 
refuses to submit to the will of Rome, and Pandulph instructs 
the King of France to drop his new-formed alliance with 
England. The King of France agrees, and the factions are back 
to war. Philip the Bastard kills the Duke of Austria and whisks 
Queen Eleanor to safety, and King John takes young Arthur, as 
his prisoner, back to England. After reassuring the young Prince 
that he is safe, John instructs Hubert (now his loyal servant) to 
kill the child once they return to the castle. 
!he King of France is despondent by the loss, and 
Cardmal Pandulph encourages Lewis to take charge of the 
army, fight John, and become the new King of England through 
his marriage to Blanche. Constance is mad with grief over the 
loss of her son, and Lewis vows to win the war. 
Hubert prepares to gouge Prince Arthur's eyes with hot 
pokers, as instructed by King John, but Arthur eloquently 
pleads for his life and Hubert spares him, telling the boy to hide 
away while he deceives the King. Meanwhile, King John 
arranges a second coronation for himself to celebrate the yet 
unfinished victory over the French forces. This, along with the 
rumors of Prince Arthur's death, angers Salisbury, Essex, and 
Pembroke, and the lords storm out. A messenger tells John that 
the invasion of England has begun, that his mother has died, and 
that Constance is rumored to have died "in a frenzy" as well. 
Philip enters with a prophet who foresees John's loss of the 
crown on the next "Ascension Day." The prophet is imprisoned, 
and Philip is sent to retrieve the lords who are on their 
way to join Lewis in their rage. 
After John rails at Hubert for killing the young 
Prince, Hubert confesses that he spared the boy's life. 
John thanks him and sends him to inform both the 
Bastard and the young lords. Arthur, however, fright-
ened by the near execution, makes a desperate attempt 
to escape from his prison window and plummets to his 
death. The lords discover the body, assume that Hubert 
killed him, and run off to join the French, but Hubert is 
able to convince the Bastard of his innocence. 
On Ascension Day, John is discovered offering his 
crown to Pandulph, so that Pandulph might call off 
Lewis and his forces. Pandulph returns the crown and 
promises to call the French off, in return for John and 
England's loyalty to the Pope. 
Pandulph tells Lewis to go back to France, but 
Lewis, now allied with Salisbury, Essex, and Pembroke, 
refuses. The Bastard also informs Pandulph that John's 
"peace with Rome" has come to an end and the battle 
will continue. 
While King John suffers from an unrelenting fever 
after being poisoned by a monk, the English forces turn 
the tide and begin defeating the French with the Bastard 
as their leader. Lords Salisbury, Essex, and Pembroke, 
learning that Lewis plans to betray them, hasten back 
and ask John for forgiveness bringing back Prince 
Henry. Philip, learning of John's illness, rushes to his 
side. 
John suffers the news of Lewis' unrelenting attack 
even as he dies. The Bastard vows to defeat Lewis and 
avenge John, but is informed that Pandulph has brought 
news of peace from Lewis who is now returning to 
France. The Bastard kneels before Henry III, the new 
King of England, and prays for the moral restoration of 
his homeland. 
Sponsored in part by 
Bloomington Offset Process, Inc. 
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This production of King John is dedicated 
to the memory of Kathryn MacLean Warfield 
CAST 
King John ............. . .. . ............. THOMAS ANTHONY QUINN"' 
King Philip of France ..................... . .... DAVID KORTEMEIER 
Lewis, the Dauphin ............................. ZACHARY FISCHER 
Hubert, the Citizen of Angiers ................... RODERICK PEEPLES"' 
Philip Faulconbridge, the bastard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JIMMIE GALAITES 
Limoges, Duke of Austria/ Executioner 1 ............. HARRis SMITH"' 
Cardinal Pandulph ............. . ......... JACK McLAUGHLIN-GRAY"' 
The Earl of Salisbury ............................ BRADLEY WHITE 
The Earl of Essex ............................... MICHAEL BURNs1 
The Earl of Pembroke ............................. WALTER BRODY 
Rob't Faulconbridge/Melun/French Army ............... PAUL ERWIN 
James Gurney/French Army ...................... RAYMOND KuRUT 
Sheriff/Peter Pomfret/ Angiers Citizen/English Army .. JoNATHAN AwoRI 
Chatillon/Lord Bigot/Executioner 2 .................. STEVEN YOUNG 
French Herald/French Army/Philip's standard bearer ..... DREW VrnAL1 
Prince Henry ............................... CHRISTOPHER DENHAM 
Prince Arthur .................................... ZACHARY PRICE 
French Army/Messenger ............................ GLENN PROUD 
English Army/KJ's standard bearer/Messenger ......... JoE THOMPSON 
English Army/Salisbury's standard bearer ........ MARcus D. HARVEY 
Eleanor of Acquitaine ............................ TANDY CRoNYN"' 
Constance, Duchess of Brittany ................ REBECCA MAcLEAN"' 
Blanche of Spain .............................. KATHLEEN LoGELIN 
Lady Faulconbridge/English Army/Messenger ........... JEAN VANIER 
French Army/ Austria's standard bearer ................ FAITH HURLEY 
English Army/Essex's standard bearer ............ COURTNEY CLONCH 
English Army/Pembroke's standard bearer ....... PAMELA GAIL LAURIE 
English Herald/English Army/standard bearer .. JoAN MARIE LAUCKNER 
French Army .................................... LAUREN ORKus 
Understudies: 
PAUL ERWIN (King John), RAYMOND KURUT (Cardinal Pandulph), LARUEN ORKus 
(Constance/ Prince Arthur), JoE THOMPSON (Hubert), JEAN VANIER (Queen Eleanor), 
DREW VmAL1 (Austria) 
"'denotes member of Actors' Equity Association 1 denotes Equity Membership Candidate 
- there will be one 15-minute intermission -
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KING JOHN 
Director's Notes 
Accompanying the sweeping action, Shakespeare's 
historical plays, particularly those that dramatize English 
history, have a fierce moral agenda. Nearly all of them 
present the English nation and its king in some kind of 
moral or ethical crisis, and tie together the king's personal 
character to the character of the English people. Put anoth-
er way, Shakespeare suggests to his 
audience that the English get the 
kind of leadership they deserve. 
This moral instruction is imperative 
throughout Shakespeare, not only in 
the histories. When something is 
"rotten in the state of Denmark," 
Shakespeare refers not merely to its 
king. 
ical culture of the time (nearly 400 years prior to Elizabeth 
the First) would seem as rudimentary to an Elizabethan as 
the American colonies would seem to us today. Initially, 
John's authority included both British and French posses-
sions. He, and his nobles, spoke in a language more 
French than English. John would have considered his 
"home" to be the home of his father, 
Henry the Second, who was first the 
Count of Anjou before he was King 
of England. From this French region 
and from its largest city, Angers, 
came the Plantagenet claim to an 
"Angevin Empire," of which 
England was only a part. 
King John is, I think, 
Shakespeare's most intriguing play 
on these themes. John's character is 
neither grandly heroic (like Henry 
the Fifth) or grandly evil (like 
Richard the Third). Rather, he is a Tomb effigy of King John at Worcester Cathedral. 
For nearly 300 years, the Kings 
of England and France fought back 
and forth for control of these French 
possessions in feudal conflicts that 
resembled "turf wars" between huge 
rival gangs more than they did 
"national" disputes. What mattered 
mediocrity, as uninspiring a leader as might be imagined. 
Clever when he needs to be, John improvises his govern-
ment. He's a politician in the worst sense: vain, arrogant, 
unethical, and utterly irresponsible. But he manages to 
survive for quite some time despite infuriating even his 
most loyal supporters. Partly, John survives because his 
enemies are no better; partly, he survives because his most 
effective supporters remain loyal. Loyalty to "the king," 
despite the king's questionable character, is at issue in 
King John and perhaps makes the play all the more perti-
nent today. 
It helps me to remember that Shakespeare wrote King 
John from the perspective of a confident, politically 
secure Elizabethan. From an Elizabethan's point of view, 
King John's realm was hardly a nation at all, and the polit-
was the honor of the family, the Plantagenet dynasty, and 
what was "England" or "English" mattered very little. 
In Shakespeare's mind, the Tudors and particularly 
Elizabeth the First, changed the political picture. To be an 
Elizabethan meant, first, that you were English, with a 
national identity and a common set of values. Values and 
points of view that could be identified as English as 
opposed to French, or German, or Italian. As an 
Elizabethan you knew who you were and what you stood 
for. An Elizabethan deserved a leader like Elizabeth. Such 
a Queen was the reward of a great and confident nation, a 
great and confident people. In King John, Shakespeare 
reminded his audience of a troublesome and unethical 
king -- and reminded them of a nation's responsibility in 
avoiding such troublesome and unethical government. 
CALVIN MACLEAN -Artistic Director, Director (King John) 
Cal directed Wild Oats last season, Measure for Measure (1998), Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern are Dead (1997), The Triumph of Love (1997), Cymbeline (1995), Two 
Gentlemen of Verona (1994), As you Like It (1992), and The Rivals (1990). Artistic 
Director since 1995, Cal is also a Professor ofTheatre and Head of Directing at Illinois 
State. Professionally active in Chicago, he directed Joshua Sobol's Ghetto for Famous 
Door Theatre Company. This production ran for six months and was critically 
acclaimed as one of the best productions in Chicago for 1999. Since the new year Cal 
directed The Triumph of Love for the Asolo Theatre and Tom Stoppard's wonderful 
comedy On the Razzle. 
Cal's productions have earned numerous awards in Chicago, nearly all for Famous 
Door Theatre Company, including: Anthony Clarvoe's The Living (Joseph Jefferson 
Awards for Production and Direction), Manfred Karge's Conquest of the South Pole 
(Jeff Citations for Production and Direction), and John Godber's Salt of the Earth (Jeff 
Citations for Production and Direction). He was also a recipient of the College of Fine 
Arts Outstanding Researcher for excellence in creative work. 
Cal is married to Rebecca MacLean and is the proud father of Rachael and Sam. 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ANGEVIN EMPIRE 
In the 150 years between William the 
Conqueror's 1066 invasion of Britain from his 
lands in Normandy until King John lost most of his 
French possessions to King Philip of France, the 
crown of England was but one part of an expand-
ing feudal empire. The Angevin Empire, forged by 
Henry II, was so named because Henry's father 
Geoffrey of Anjou, Duke of Poitou and Normandy, 
and Count of Anjou centered his government in the 
city of Angers. In one of the great scandals of 
Western history, Henry II (whose family name was 
Plantagenet) married the recently divorced Queen 
of France, Eleanor of Aquitaine. Eleanor was her-
self one of the richest women in the world, and one 
of the shrewdest as well. Between them, Eleanor 
and Henry parlayed their alliance into one of the 
most influential dynasties of the Middle Ages. 
When Henry secured the throne of England his 
authority ranged from the Scottish border, through 
Western France, to the border with Spain. Bay 
Henry and Eleanor had eight children includ- of 
ing five sons. Of these five, two died before they Biscay 
had much impact on history, but the other three 
more than made up for the others. The squabbles 
of Henry Plantagenet's family are probably best 
known to us through William Goldman's play The 
Lion in Winter. But our familiarity with this era in 
history has many sources. 
Upon Henry II's death in 1189, his eldest liv-
ing son Richard became king. Known to history as 
"the Lion-Hearted," Richard I spent much of his 
short ten-year reign fighting the great Saladin in the Third 
Crusade. Richard's military reputation in the Holy Land was 
probably more legendary than factual, for his army and the other 
European forces were defeated handily by Saladin's Turks. 
Limping home overland, Richard was kidnapped by an envious 
ally, the Duke of Austria (mistakenly called Limoges in King 
John) and held for a king's ransom. Austria imprisoned Richard 
for quite some time on some trumped up excuse until Richard's 
mother, the still powerful Eleanor of Aquitaine, was able to raise 
the huge ransom from her subjects. Austria did not kill Richard 
as Shakespeare would have us believe. Most likely, Richard died 
from a wound received in a battle with a rebellious subject, the 
Viscount Limoges. For dramatic efficiency, Shakespeare com-
by Calvin MacLean 
bined these two thorns in the 
side of the great Richard the 
First. Shakespeare also 
mostly invented Richard's 
illegitimate son, Philip 
Falconbridge. Legend has it 
that a bastard son named 
Philip did exist, but he had 
nothing like the impact on 
history that this wonderful 
character has in King John. 
Richard's death created 
a problem for England and 
the indefatigable Queen 
Eleanor. Next in line should 
have been her twelve-year 
old grandson, Arthur. 
Arthur's father, Geoffrey 
(Eleanor and Henry II's 
fourth son) had long since 
died, but his widow, 
Constance, and their young 
son were very much alive in 
1199. Some of the French 
lords of the Angevin Empire 
supported Arthur, but most 
on both sides of the Channel 
fell in line with Eleanor's 
choice, her youngest son and Arthur's uncle, the thirty-three year 
old John. Since John had pretty much run England while 
Richard was off fighting in the Crusade (this is the time period 
of the Robin Hood legends), he was crowned in 1199 with the 
support of the English nobility. His reign was not smooth. 
Ultimately insecure both by nature and by circumstance, 
John lost most of the Plantagenet possessions in France, alienat-
ed his English subjects, and nearly bankrupted his kingdom. 
Perhaps John's most lasting legacy, however, was the Magna 
Carta, a document that he was compelled to sign by the English 
aristocracy. The Magna Carta is revered in English history as it 
is the first English document to provide limits on the authority of 
the government and to assure rights to the governed. The Magna 
Carta is the beginning of what would evolve into the concept of 
constitutional government. 
THE FAMILY OF 
ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE Henry II - - - - - - - - - -- - - Eleanor of Aquitaine*- -- - - - - - -- - - - Louis VII 1133-1189 m. 1152 1122-1204 m. 1137 1121-1180 
William 
1153-1156 
*Characters 
in the play 
Henry 
1155-1183 
m. Marguerite 
of France 
William 
died at birth 
Henry 
count 
Palatinate 
of the Rhine 
Matilda 
1156-1189 
m. Henry, duke 
of Saxony 
Otto 
Holy Roman 
Emperor 
I I I __,__ 
Richard 
1157-1199 
Geoffrey 
1158-1186 
m. Berengaria m. Constance 
of Navarre of Brittany* 
~ 
Eleanor Arthur* 
Berengaria Blanche* 
m. King 111. King 
of Leon Louis VIII 
of France 
(Lewis)* 
Saint I_ 
Ferdinand Loms IX (Sarni Lams) 
Eleanor 
1161-1214 
m. King 
Alphonse VIII 
of Castile 
Joanna 
1165-1199 
m. 
1: King William 
of Sicily 
2: RamondVI 
of Toulouse 
I 
Raymond VII 
count of 
Toulouse 
Urraca Eleanor Henry 
John* 
1166-1216 
m. 
1: Isabelle of 
Gloucester 
2: Isabella of 
Angouleme 
Marie 
1145-1198 
m. Henry, 
count of 
Champagne 
Alix 
1150-1197 
m. Theobald, 
count of Blois 
h 
William Theobald 
King of 
Jerusalem 
Louis Isabel 
Henry Ill* Richard 
King of 
Joan Isabella Eleanor 
England 
FESTIVAL ACTING COMPANY 
JONATHAN AWORI 
Priest/ Haberdasher/ 
Gentleman (Shrew) 
La Chesnaye/ Planchet 
(Musketeers) 
Sheriff/Peter Pomfret/ 
Angiers Citizen 
(John) 
CHRISTOPHER 
DENHAM 
Peter/ Gentleman/ Guest 
(Shrew) 
De Chemerault/ Toure! 
(Musketeers) 
Prince Henry (John) 
f AITH HURLEY 
Baptista's Secretary/ 
Passenger/ Guest/ 
Bianca's Friend 
(Shrew) 
Marguerite (Musketeers) 
French Army/ Standard 
Bearer (John) 
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Gremio (Shrew) 
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(Musketeers) 
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THE TAMIN' AT THE BLUE 
written by Lindsey L. Smith & J.R. Rose 
directed by Lindsey L. Smith 
stage manager: Rebecca Goldstein 
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Petruchio & Company ........................ ZACHARY FISCHER 
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Jimmie Galaites 
Raymond Kurut 
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Lauren Orkus 
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written and directed by June Eubanks 
stage manager: Laura Lamoureux 
JULY 13, 14, 18, 22, 28, 30, AUGUST 2, 4 * 
Kylie ............. . .... . ...... . . . .... . .. PAMELA GAIL LAURIE 
Alaina .................................... COURTNEY CLONCH 
Queen Elinor, 
Constance of Brittany ................ JoAN MARIE LAUCKNER 
Barbara Walters, Lady Blanche, 
Prince Arthur ............................. LAUREN ORK.us 
King John, 
King Philip of France ......................... PAUL ERWIN 
Henry II, Richard I, Philip the Bastard, 
Lewis the Dauphin ......................... GLENN PROUD 
Geoffrey, Hubert of Angiers, Pandulph, 
Prince Henry .............................. JoE THOMPSON 
~ 
Green Show Scenic Coordinator .................... LEE MAPLES 
* Performances take place on the Courtyard Stage at Ewing Manor on out-
door performance evenings. Green Show performances begin at 6:30 pm 
on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evenings, and at 7:00 pm on Thursday, 
Friday, and Saturday evenings. 
t denotes Equity Membership Candidate 
MINI-PLAYS 
Free light fare for kids of all 
ages on the Courtyard Stage 
beginning one hour before 
the main performance. If 
you didn't bring the kids 
tonight, come back again 
just for the Green Show if 
you wish. 
THE MADRIGAL 
SINGERS 
JAMES MAJOR, DIRECTOR 
CORY HOWELL, AssT. DIRECTOR 
featuring: 
CATHY BAILEY, SOPRANO 
GRETCHEN KEMP, SOPRANO 
KATHRYN MILNER, ALTO 
SHARoL McNmws, ALTO 
ANDY STEADMAN, TENOR 
NIALL CASSERLY, TENOR 
ANDY JENSEN, BASS 
TIM SoszKo, BAss 
alternates: 
PAMELA ROY HOWELL, SOPRANO 
LIZ STIMAC, ALTO 
CORY HOWELL, TENOR 
CHRIS ELVEN, BASS 
PICNICS 
Bring a bucket of chicken or go all 
out with the picnic basket, candles, 
bottle of wine and blanket on the 
Great Lawn. Grounds open at 5:30 
pm. Enjoy your picnic while being 
serenaded by the Madrigal Singers. 
SHAKESPEARE 
MUSEUM CAFE 
New this year! The newly restored 
Ewing Manor stables just off the 
courtyard, is now the Museum Cafe, 
with limited seating areas, and out-
standing food supplied by Biaggi 's 
Ristorante Italiano. A special 
Biaggi's menu just for the Festival 
will be available in the cafe before 
performances. Other items from 
Biaggi's can be arranged in advance. 
Contact the Box Office for more 
details. 
SHAKESPEARE GARDEN 
Visit a special garden of flowers and 
herbs from Shakespeare's plays just 
behind the Courtyard Stage in the 
Shakespeare Garden. 
GIFT SHOP 
No visit is complete without a stop at 
the gift shop, located in the courtyard 
of Ewing Manor, featuring T-shirts, 
mugs, games, books, and an incredible 
array of specialty items that you'll 
find nowhere else around. Shop for 
that special someone and be assured 
that they won't already have it! The 
gift shop is open before and after the 
shows as well as during intermission. 
CONCESSIONS 
The Festival concession area is located 
in the courtyard. You are welcome to 
bring concession items into the the-
atre. 
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To-w-n of 
Normal 
Congratulations 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
on the opening of 
The Theatre at Ewing Manor 
and 23 years of 
exceptional theatrical performances. 
DESIGNERS 
atre coordinator for the College of 
Fine Arts for the past three years. Spe-
cial thanks to Gene Asbury, Mark 
Parker, Dale Leman, Dave Zeller, 
Max Culver and all of the fine artists 
and artisans who have made this the-
atre space a reality! 
RON KELLER 
Scenic Designer (King John) 
(1-r) Standing: Patrick Leahy, Ron Keller, Dan Wilhelm, Kathryn Rohe, J. William Ruyle,. Peter Beudert 
Seated: Aaron Paolucci, Roderick Peeples, John Stark. 
Ron Keller returns for his second sea-
son, having designed Wild Oats last 
year. His credits include Porthouse 
Theatre (at Blossom Music Center 
near Cleveland), Theatre Virginia, 
Shakespeare Santa Cruz, Virginia 
Opera, Virginia Shakespeare Festival, 
Heritage Repertory Theatre, the 
Clarence Brown Company, Cumber-PETER 8EUDERT 
Scenic/Lighting Designer (Taming of the Shrew) 
Peter Beudert is an Associate Professor and the Design/Tech Area 
Head at the University of Arizona. Some of his designs there 
include; A Tale of Two Cities, Sunday in the Park with George, 
Lend Me a Tenor, The Kentucky Cycle, Romeo and Juliet, Arcadia, 
The Marriage of Figaro, and Don Giovanni. Mr. Beudert's work 
outside of the Tucson area includes over 100 dramatic and operat-
ic productions in Chicago, Detroit, New York, and Paris, includ-
ing the Shakespeare Festival's 1997 production of All's Well that 
Ends Well. Mr. Beudert was a Fulbright Scholar to France and 
recently co-authored Scenic Art for the Theatre: History, Tools, 
and Techniques. He is a member of United Scenic Artists. 
]OHN STARK 
Scenic Designer (Three Musketeers) 
The Three Musketeers is John's 12th design for the Festival. He 
began his ISF career with the memorable 1993 production of Per-
icles, and he has designed at least one production each year since, 
including last season's Richard III. Other favorite festival produc-
tions include The Tempest, The Triumph of Love and Romeo and 
Juliet. John is a Professor of Theatre and an Assistant Dean of the 
College of Fine Arts at Illinois State University. He has produced 
over 90 designs for companies including: Pennsylvania Centre 
Stage, Famous Door Theatre, The Wax Lips Theatre, University of 
Illinois-Opera, Sacramento Theatre Company, Indiana Repertory 
Theatre, Nebraska Repertory Theatre, Illinois Wesleyan Summer 
Theatre, Actors Theatre of Phoenix, Childsplay, Inc., Tempe, AZ 
and the Mulebarn Theatre, Tarkio, MO. His design for Famous 
Door's The Living received a Joseph Jefferson award for excel-
lence in 1997. John resides in Normal with his wife Lori Adams 
(also a ISU theatre faculty member) and t~eir children A:nna and 
Nathan. John is particularly proud of working as the Ewmg The-
land County Playhouse, new Millennium Film Studios, and 
Barksdale Theatre, among others. He is an Associate Professor 
of Theatre for Virginia Commonwealth University's School of 
the Arts in Richmond, where he happily makes his home. He is 
a member of United Scenic Artists of America, the union of pro-
fessional theatrical designers, painters, and allied artists. 
]. WILLIAM RUYLE 
Resident Lighting Designer 
Bill began his association with the Festival in 1980 as Scenic 
Designer for Romeo & Juliet, directed by Sanford Robbins. He 
has now worked 19 seasons. During his tenure with the Festival, 
he has worn many hats, serving as Technical Director, Managing 
Director, Scene Designer and Resident Lighting Designer. He 
has been part of the planning for a new Festival Theatre for all 
of those years and has worked on five separate proposals. He is 
most excited about being a part of the opening of the new the-
atre space. As a Professor of Design at Illinois State, he heads 
the design faculty and for two decades has designed sets and 
lighting for numerous productions. Beyond the campus he has 
designed in Chicago at The Body Politic, Bail~wi~k Rep_ertory 
Theatre and Sterling Theatre and has been Artist m Residence 
for the University of Missouri Summer Repertory at Columbia. 
Additional Festival credits include scenic designs for Julius 
Caesar in 1981 and 1990, The Winter's Tale, The Taming of the 
Shrew, a "Road Warrior" treatment for King Lear, directed by 
Tom Irwin, Hamlet, 1 Henry IV, and Twelfth Night. Bill is a 
member of the United States Institute of Theatre Technology 
and resides in Normal with his wife Carol and the cats, Mercu-
tio and Benvolio. His daughters reside in Minneapolis where 
Nancy is an actress and Wendy is a graphic designer. 
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DESIGNERS 
PATRICK M. LEAHY 
Associate Lighting Designer/ Lighting Designer (Westhoff 
Theatre) 
Patrick is a recent graduate of Illinois State University, with a 
degree in Theatre Design and Production. This is Patrick's 
fourth year with the Festival, his second as ALD. Patrick has 
worked in educational and professional theatre in the roles of 
stage manager, lighting designer/technician, sound 
designer/engineer, and technical director. Most recently at Illi-
nois State, Patrick received a Certificate of Merit for his sound 
design and original works for Angels in America: parts 1 and 
2, from the American College Theatre Festival. As a lighting 
designer he has designed many dance productions profession-
ally and in educational settings. Past productions include: On 
the Razz le, One Flew Over the Cuckoo :S Nest, Lend Me A 
Tenor, Working, A Christmas Carol, and Grease. Patrick is 
happy to be back for the summer, and glad to be in the new 
Shakespeare Festival Theatre. 
AARON PAOLUCCI 
Resident Sound Designer 
This is Aaron's first year with the Festival. He joined the 
design faculty at Illinois State the past year as Sound Design-
er and Production Supervisor. Aaron received his BFA in 
Design and Technical Theatre from Southern University at 
Edwardsville, and earned his MFA at Southern University at 
Carbondale in Design and Technical Theatre with a primary 
focus in Technical Direction and secondary in Sound Design. 
He has worked professionally in St. Louis for a number of pro-
duction companies, including Busch Creative Services, Omni-
Com, CASA, and the Fox Theatre. 
RODERICK PEEPLES 
Sound Designer (King John) 
Roderick has designed sound, and often written original music, 
for more than 75 productions across the country over the years. 
His designs for the Illinois Shakespeare Festival include Mea-
sure for Measure, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead, 
Triumph of Love, The Tempest, Twelfth Night, Cymbeline, Com-
edy of Errors, Henry IV, part 2, Two Gentlemen of Verona and 
As You Like It. Favorite designs for Famous Door Theatre in 
Chicago include Ghetto, The Homecoming, A Mislaid Heaven, 
The Living, Una Pooka, Mann ist Mann, Tiny Dimes, Shrapnel 
in the Heart, Conquest of the South Pole and Salt of the Earth 
(for which he received a Jeff Citation). For Steppenwolf Out-
reach he designed A View From the Bridge, You Can 't Take It 
With You, The Glass Menagerie, and Antigone. He holds a BFA 
in Theatre from the University of Texas at Austin. 
KATHRYN ROHE 
Costume Designer (Taming of the Shrew) 
Kathryn Rohe has been teaching at the University of Virginia 
for the past eight years, in charge of the graduate and under-
graduate Costume Technology program there. During that 
time, she produced UVa's digital archive of the Garren Collec-
tion of Historical Dress. In addition to designing for the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival (All :S Well That Ends Well, The Falcon :S 
Pitch), she also designs regularly for the Hippodrome State 
Theatre in Gainesville, the Barksdale Theatre in Richmond, 
and Operafestival di Roma, a student opera company that per-
forms every summer in Rome. She is thrilled to have had 
another chance to work with her good friends and colleagues 
at the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
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DAN WILHELM 
Costume Designer (Three Musketeers) 
A Professor and Costume Designer for the Illinois State Depart-
ment of Theatre, Dan is in his sixteenth season with the Festival. 
He has previously designed costumes for The Triumph of Love, 
Comedy of Errors, Twelfth Night, The Tempest, Cymbeline, Peri-
cles, Macbeth, She Stoops to Conquer, The Rivals, Othello, As You 
Like It, and Two Gentlemen of Verona and Wild Oats. Professional-
ly, he has designed for the Grove Shakespeare Festival in Califor-
nia; the Philadephia Company; the Encompass Theatre, and the 
13th Street Theatre, both in New York; SteppenwolfTheatre Com-
pany, The Bailiwick Repertory, and Famous Door Theatre in 
Chicago. 
BARBARA POPE 
Costume Designer (King 
John) 
Barbara is currently the resi-
dent costume designer for the 
FSU/Asolo Conservatory and 
Asolo Theatre Company. She Barbara Pope 
has created designs for both 
opera and regional theatre; most recently Desire Under the Elms 
for American Stage, Romeo and Juliet for Theatre Works, and Pre-
lude to a Kiss for Florida Studio Theatre. Barbara's career at the 
Asolo Theatre has spanned eight years and over 40 productions 
including Our Country :S Good, Misalliance, Quilters, Winter :S 
Tale, Two Gentlemen of Verona, and award-winning designs for 
The Matchmaker and Picasso at the Lapin Agile. 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
to the 
ILLINOIS 
SHAKESPEARE 
FESTIVAL 
JOHN N. STEVENS LAW OFFICE 
306 North Center Street 
Bloomington, Illinois 
309-827-4034 
General Practice 
Real Estate • Litigation • Personal Injury • Divorce & 
Family Law • Business/Corporate & Banking Law • 
Wills/Trusts & Estates 
JOHN N. STEVENS • CHARLES N. ERICKSON 
Free initial consultation 
Ask 
Me! 
I 6-ot '1\ie{t10H{ I 
«17o\it \jo\ir ykoHe {erv(ce? 
We have answers. That's right, we- can provide you with telecommunications 
solutions. Just ask us. After all, who knows more- about telecommunications? 
Your friends at GTE, that's who. 
P E O P L E M O V I N G I D EA S~ 
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STAGE 
MANAGERS 
DEBBIE ALLEy'E 
Production Stage Manager 
Stage Manager (King John) 
TIMOTHY JUHL 
Stage Manager (Shrew) 
SARAH BIERENBAUM 
Stage Manager (Musketeers) 
LAURA LAMOUREUX 
Asst. Stage Mgr. (King John) 
Stage Mgr. (John Greenshow) 
BRETT PRESSON 
Asst. Stage Mgr. (Musketeers) 
Stage Mgr. (Musketeers 
Greenshow) 
REBECCA GOLDSTEIN 
Asst. Stage Mgr. (Shrew) 
Stage Mgr. (Shrew Greenshow) 
lE - denotes member of Actors' 
Equity Association 
ASSISTANT 
DIRECTORS 
JUNE EUBANKS 
Asst. Artistic Director 
Green Show Direction and 
Adaptation (King John) 
Assistant Director (King John) 
Assistant Director (Musketeers) 
LINDSEY SMITH 
Green Show Direction and 
Adaptation (Shrew) 
Assistant Director (Shrew) 
BILL JENKINS 
Green Show Direction and 
Adaptation (Musketeers) 
Rebecca Goldstein, Laura Lamoureux, Debbie Alley, Brett Presson, Sarah Bierenbaum, Timothy Juhl 
DEBBIE ALLEY 
Debbie teaches directing and stage management at Illinois State University. Her stage 
management credits include productions of Diamond Studs, Singin' in the Rain, and 
Henry JV, and well as national tours of Big River, Secret Garden, and It's a Wonderful 
Life. She has stage managed in over 100 theatres across the country. This is Debbie's 
fourth summer with the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. This past Spring, she directed 
Three Sisters at Illinois State. 
TIMOTHY JUHL 
Originally from the Midwest, this is Tim's first summer with the Festival. Currently 
residing in Los Angeles, credits include: The Seagull (Bitter Truth), Wide Open Ocean 
and Immortality (Los Angeles Theatre Center), Finer Noble Gases (Ojai Playwrights 
Festival), Finders Fee (Zephyr), Ghosts in the Cottonwoods (24th Street), MacBeth 
(The Matrix), Beautiful in the Extreme (ASK Common Ground), Dorian (The Arcade), 
as well as assisting at the Mark Taper Forum on House Arrest, Tina Landau's Space, 
Tl,~T.1mini;ufrhc 
" Neil Simon's The Dinner Party, and Royal National Theatre's An Enemy of the People. Tim worked on the 1998 New Work Festival at the Mark Taper Forum, and was a Broadway Merchandiser on Joseph ... Dreamcoat and The Phantom of the Opera 
national tours as well. Tim also appeared as a Star Trek street actor at Paramount's Kings Island in Cincinoati, and later man-
aged the street actor program there. He attended Eastern Michigan University. 
SARAH BIERENBAUM 
This is Sarah's first summer working for the Festival. She is a recent graduate of Yale University, where she received her BA 
in English. At Yale, she stage managed several productions, including Equus and Into the Woods. Following graduation, Sarah 
worked as an assistant stage manager for the Virginia Shakespeare Festival in Williamsburg, Virginia, and she has spent the 
past year working as a stage technician for the Emerson Majestic Theatre in Boston, Massachusetts. She looks forward to 
spending next year as a stage management intern at Center Stage in Baltimore, Maryland. 
JUNE EUBANKS 
June has just completed her second year in the MFA Directing program at Illinois State, and 
this is her second summer wth the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Last summer she appeared in 
minor roles in Richard III and Wild Oats, and directed the Merry Wives of Windsor Greenshow. 
This past year she directed The Children's Hour and The Importance of Being Earnest for the 
regular lllinois State studio season, and looks forward to directing Tina Howe's The Art of Din-
ing this Fall. Many thanks to Brant Pope and Cal MacLean, the fabulous faculty and staff at 
Illinois State, John, and her loving family. 
LINDSEY l. SMITH 
Lindsey is a second year MFA candidate in directing at Illinois State. Originally from Cleveland, Tenoessee, Lindsey received 
her MA in theatre from the University of Kentucky where she first began directing with 'Night, Mother. Lindsey was both the 
resident director and an acting instructor at the Lexington Children's Theatre from 1996-1998 where she directed a number of 
productions including Oklahoma! and The Night of the Pterodactyls. Lindsey recently assistant directed Les Liaisons Dan-
gereuses under Karen Kessler for Illinois State Theatre and most recently directed The Stonewater Rapture and Oleanna, also 
at Illinois State. Thanks to Karen Kessler, Cal MacLean, the wonderful faculty at Illinois State, and, of course, her parents and 
family. 
BILL JENKINS 
Bill is pleased to be back for the third straight year with the Festival. Although a native of Illinois, Bill spent last year work-
ing at the University of North Dakota, where he was an Assistant Professor of Acting and Directing. Starting in the fall, Bill 
will return to the Midwest and begin his new position at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana, as Coordinator of the Musi-
cal Theatre Program as well as teaching acting and directing. A graduate of Illinois State's MFA Directing program, Bill has 
directed over forty productions in both educational and professional venues. Bill recently directed How I Learned to Drive at 
UND, which was selected for the regional American College Theatre Festival. Bill sends his love and thanks to his true inspi-
ration ... his beautiful fiancee Sarah. 
1) The temporary theatre is built, which ended up lasting 22 
years (with modifications); 2) The first show in 1978 was 
Twelfth Night; 3) Opening Ceremonies - Cal Pritner on the 
right; 4) 1978 production of Macbeth. 
On July 10, 2000, join us for a special benefit performance for the Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
Normal/ Peoria 
(above, 1-r) Karen Bednarz, 
Paul Berg, Emily Churchill, 
Peter Geddeis, Melissa Humbert, 
Rick Warner. 
(at right) Tim Holbrook, Antony Hill 
-
Product Line 
• Postage Meters 
• Folder lnserters 
• Direct Impression 
Ink Jet Printers 
• CASS/Pave Certified 
Software 
• Shredders 
• Shipping Systems 
• Letter Openers and 
Extractors 
• Mailing Systems 
• Labeling and 
Tabbing Systems 
• Electronic Scales 
Midwest Mailing & 
Shipping Systems Inc. 
Get the best cost/value mailing system plus outstanding support 
- with 4-hour service response time, Guaranteed! - plus 
equipment reliability guarantee, factory trained staff, locally 
stocked parts, installation and training included with turnkey 
systems, flexibility to match your needs, and the specialization 
and knowledge to help you maximize your postage dollars. 
3006 Gill Street, Suite A• Bloomington, IL 61704 
Phone: (309) 661-1144 • Fax: (309) 661-1148 
www.midwestmailing.com 
MANAGEMENT 
STAFF 
PETER GEDDEIS 
Asst. Managing Director 
KAREN BEDNARZ 
Company Manager 
House Manager 
Public Relations Asst. 
RICK WARNER 
Director of Marketing and 
Public Relations 
EMILY CHURCHILL 
Asst. Director of Marketing, 
Fundraising and Group Sales 
MELISSA HUMBERT 
Administrative Associate 
ANTONY HILL 
Director of Merchandising 
MONICA THIEME 
Head Usher 
TIM HOLBROOK 
Ticket Manager 
PAUL BERG 
Asst. Ticket Manager 
Concessions Manager 
SAMANTHA DAWSON 
Management Intern 
CATHERINE FLOWERS 
Management Intern 
BECKY GOODRICH 
Management Intern 
JEN DAWSON 
Box Office Asst. 
RYAN RAPPA 
Box Office Asst. 
CAROLINE GORDON 
Office Manager 
THE ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL 
IS PROUD TO BE A MEMBER OF ... 
• Shakespeare Theatre Association of America 
• The Institute of Outdoor Drama 
• The League of Chicago Theatres 
• University/Resident Theatre Association (U/RTA) 
• National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST) 
• Actors' Equity Association 
Actqrs' 
Equity 
Association 
~ 
Actors' Equity Association was founded in 1913 to protect Actors from the severe mistreatment that perme-
ated the industry at that time. Since its inception, Equity has had only twelve Presidents. The current Presi-
dent is Ron Silver. The 35,000 member Association consists of distinguished stars and other professional 
Actors and Stage Managers who work nationwide, from New York's Broadway to Los Angeles, from Min-
neapolis to Miami Beach, in regional, small professional, stock and dinner theatre, and in theatres for young 
audiences which build the audience of tomorrow. These Actors and Stage Managers are committed to work-
ing in the theatre as a profession, not an avocation, and bring to you the finest professional training and expe-
rience. By presenting Equity productions, this theatre offers to you, our audience, the best entertainment pre-
sented by the finest quality Actors and Stage Managers that your admission dollars can buy. 
'4'4]' _fl ll1\10ke a journey twice as 
o enjoy a second night of 
sweet shortness. ~ . " 
William Shakespeare 
CymbeJine, Act II; Scene N 
The Dennison Corporation is proud 
to be a partner with the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
[>C 
The Dennison Corporation 
Ford/Toyota/BMW• 309.663.1331 
www.dennisonford.com • www.dennisontoyota.com • www.dennisonbmw.com 
NOW SHOWIN(J: 
TH£ EWINQ THUITIU 
Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 
Scene, by scene, by scene the audience has watched 
as each act of the Ewing Theatre is completed. 
Shive-Hattery is proud to be part of the 
cast to present the Ewing Theatre to the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
SHJVE,IIATTERY 
You'll appreciate the artistic elements we offer with our 
architecture, engineering and planning services. 
www.shive-hattery.com 
Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6 
2103 Eastland Drive Bloomington, IL 61702 (309) 662-8992 
WHILE YOU WERE AWAY ... 
. ' ; • ,-~:I . 
• - I •· 
•· • M~t.• 
,;,; -~- ;-... ,·. • . 
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While the Festival staff had high 
hopes that the 2000 season would take place 
in the new theatre, plans had to be made 
for a season without knowing for sure 
where it would take place. 
Within a few days of the ground-
breaking 
ceremony, 
equipment 
started to 
arrive to take 
down the old 
theatre and 
clear the 
ground. The 
"temporary" 
structure came 
down quite 
easily, with the 
old light booth the last to succumb. 
On August 1, the 1999 season closed in the 
original theatre with a special 
groundbreaking ceremony and Festival 
staff cleared the stage in preparation for 
construction. 
Soon, a hole appeared in the ground, quickly developing 
under the new stage location. The mild winter helped the 
construction project, which moved along at breakneck speed. 
Concrete was poured, and the theatre began to take shape, with 
the erection of the catwalk and the stage "tiring house" 
(backstage building). 
In February, the designers and directors came to 
Bloomington-Normal and, with ice on the ground, got their first 
'Tis true: there's magic in the web of it 
- Othello 
improved stage, seating, restrooms, 
and overall appearance which is 
clearly visible, the new theatre also 
includes a backstage area with a scenic 
storage area, tool room, lighting 
storage, costume storage, laundry 
facilities, wig preparation area, actors' 
Green Room, dressing rooms and 
restrooms, plus a catwalk that goes 
completely around the theatre for 
better lighting positions, and a crawl 
space for utilizing trap door entrances. 
opportunity to sec how 
the new space would 
work. 
Work continued 
into early June, with 
Festival technicians 
beginning preparations 
while construction work 
was finishing up. On the 
evening of June 9th, the 
first rehearsal took 
place in the new theatre. 
In addition to the 
._ .-~ . 
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And now, less than one year later, here we arc performing for you in our new home! 
ADDITIONAL FEATURES 
SUNDAY NIGHT 
TALK-BACKS 
Immediately following the perform-
ance on Sunday nights, you may 
move up to the courtyard for a brief 
discussion period led by Artistic 
Director Calvin Maclean. This is 
your opportunity to meet some of 
the artists who have put this Festival 
together, discover their thoughts 
about the play, and share any ques-
tions or opinions you have. 
A LASTING LEGACY 
Hazle Buck Ewing, a pioneer in 
the field of women's rights, commu-
nity action and world peace, was 
born on December 25, 1880. Her 
father, Orlando J. Buck, manufac-
tured chewing gum with his compa-
ny, the Zeno Manufacturing 
Company, which merged with 
William Wrigley Company to 
become the Wrigley Gum Company. 
After earning a degree in philosophy 
from the University of Chicago in 
1902 and becoming active in the 
women's suffrage 
movement, Hazle 
embraced several 
local projects when 
she moved to 
Bloomington with 
her husband in 
1907. A life-long 
member of the 
League of Women 
Voters, Mrs. Ewing 
also made gener-
ous contributions 
to the establish-
ment of the Illinois 
Wesleyan School 
~~ • '!ll of Nursing, the 
development of 
Victory Hall and the Lucy Orne 
Morgan home, and the preservation 
of Funk's Grove. 
CONCERTS ON THE QUAD 
Spend your Monday evenings relaxing under the summer sky to the 
sounds of the Illinois State Department of Music's Concerts on the 
Quad Series. The concerts are free and are held on the Illinois State 
University Quad (near Cook Hall). Bring lawn chairs or blankets for 
seating. For more information, call 309-438-3838 or 438-3839. 
June 26 at 7 pm - Corky Siegel's Chamber Blues 
July 3 at 7 pm - Jimmy's Bavarians 
July 10 at 5 pm - Summer Jazz Festival 
July 17 at 7 pm - Paul and Win Grace 
July 24 at 7 pm - Singing Under the Stars 
International relations was 
also one of Mrs. Ewing's abid-
ing interests. She established the 
School of Nations at Principia 
College in Elsah, and was an 
ardent supporter of the League 
of Nations and the United 
Nations. Ewing Manor itself is 
yet another legacy from Hazle 
Buck Ewing. A Bloomington-
Normal landmark, affectionate-
ly nick-named "The Castle," the 
Manor served as the family res-
idence from its completion in 
1929 until Mrs. Ewing's death 
forty years later. 
The Manor was designed in a 
"Channel Norman" style by 
Bloomington architect Phil 
Hooten. The landscaping of 
Sunset Hill ( including Sunset 
Road) was designed by Jens 
Jenssen, one of the most promi-
nent of the American Arts and 
Crafts movement. A recent addi-
tion to the Manor grounds is a 
lovely Japanese garden placed 
there by the Sister Cities 
Committee. It serves as a 
reminder of the Twin Cities' sis-
ter city in Japan. 
Today Ewing Manor is 
owned and administered by the 
Illinois State University 
Foundation, a not-for-profit cor-
poration chartered by the State 
of Illinois. The Manor is a last-
ing legacy to Hazle Buck Ewing 
and her dedication to the present 
and future contributions of 
Illinois State University to inter-
national relations. More infor-
mation is available at the web 
site www.ewingmanor.ilstu.edu. 
"A bed, a bed, my kingdom for a bed ... " 
You'll fall in love with our beds and a whole lot more at 
the Hampton Inn Bloomington-Normal. Guaranteed. With 
complimentary contintal breadf ast buffet, free local calls, 
an outdoor heated pool, and your choice of smoking or 
non-smoking rooms. All backed by our 100% Satisfaction 
Guarantee. If you're not completely satisfied, your night's 
stay is free. 
Hampton Inn Bloomington/Normal 
604 ½ I.A.A. Drive 
Bloomington, IL 61701 
The closest hotel to the Festival. 
For reservations call (309) 662-2800 
or 1-800 HAMPTON 
For cellular reservations, call #INN. 
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YOUR HIT MUSIC 
~~~@ 
lJ@Tio§FM 
Susan & Fasig 
5:30 AM - 9:00 AM 
Weekday Mornings 
YOU LISTEN, YOU WIN 101.S WBNQ 
WWW.VVBNQ.COM 
• LISTEN ONLINE 
• FREE WBNQ E-MAIL 
• MONEY SAVING 
Q-PONS 
• LOCAL CONCERT 
& EVENT INFO 
Media Sponsor of the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
HARRIS SMITH 
Harris is honored to be part of the artistic staff at the Fes-
tival for the first time this summer. Harris received his 
MFA in acting from the University of Washington, Seat-
tle and is currently a faculty member at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln where he teaches acting and move-
ment. Harris is a certified teacher of stage combat recog-
nized by the Society of American Fight Directors. He has 
done stunt work for X-Files CD ROM Interactive Game, 
and the made-for-TV movie Pandora s Clock. Harris has 
staged violence for Laughing Horse Summer Theatre, 
Seattle Children's Theatre, St. Louis Black Rep and 
choreoraphed fights for the world debut of Gang On The 
Roof at Capital Repertory Theatre in New York. Harris 
would like to thank the people at the Festival for their sup-
port and the opportunity to work with such a talented cast 
and crew. 
PAUL DENNHARDT 
Paul is thrilled to be returning to the Festival this summer, 
after staging the fights for Richard Ill last year. An Illi-
nois native, Paul received his MFA in directing from 
Western Illinois University and is currently on the Theatre 
& Drama faculty at the University of Wisconsin - Madi-
son. Additionally, Paul has taught at both Illinois Wes-
leyan University and Illinois State University as an 
adjunct faculty member. Paul is one of thirty-one certi-
fied fight directors recognized by the Society of Ameri-
can Fight Directors and has staged violence for a variety 
of theatres across the country. Past productions include 
Cyrano de Bergerac, Romeo and Juliet, Young King 
Arthur, Zorro (Dir.) and The Golden Goose (Dir.) at the 
Birmingham Children's Theatre; King Lear, Volpone, 
King John (Asst. Fight Dir.), Henry IV (Asst. Fight Dir.), 
and Coriolanus (Asst. Fight Dir.) at the Shakespeare The-
atre in Washington, DC; Floating Rhoda and the Glue 
Man for the VITALIST Theatre Company, Chicago, IL; 
and seven seasons as fight director for The Legend of 
Daniel Boone in Harrodsburg, Kentucky. Paul lives in 
Madison, Wisconsin with his lovely wife Jean Kerr and 
their one-year-old daughter, Delia Marie. 
CHRISTINE SEVEC-)OHNSON 
Christine happily joins the Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
for a second season. She is currently working as a free-
lance voice and speech coach. She also coordinates the 
liturgical drama troup, Liturgica, for the Wesley United 
Methodist Church and Foundation of Champaign-
Urbana. For Liturgica she authored three plays: TTY, On 
My Back and Family Portrait. Over the past 11 years 
Christine has taught voice and speech for the United 
States International University and th University of San 
Dieg-0 in San Diego, CA, and at the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign. Christine has coached over 50 
productions collectively for The Old Globe Theatre, La 
Jolla Playhouse, the USD MFA program, USIU, and U of 
I at Urbana-Champaign. Her directing credits include A 
Shayna Maidel, Seasons Greetings, The Busybody, Uncle 
funya, Translations, A Midsummer Nights Dream, Blithe 
Spirit, and Molly Sweeney. Christine is also an Equity 
actor. Some of her credits include Alan Ayckbourne 's two 
person tour-de-force Intimate Exchanges, the Off-Broad-
way production of Suds: the Rocldn' 60 s Musical Soap 
Opera, her original one-woman show Susan at Fourteen, 
Party of One, You Never Can Tell, A Midsummer Nights 
Dream, Blue Window, Macbeth, Terra Nova, Carousel, 
Jacques Brei is Alive and Well and Living in Paris and 
others. Christine received a BA in theatre from Temple 
University in Philadelphia, PA, and an MFA in acting 
from the American Conservatory Theatre in San Francis-
co, CA. 
MOVEMENT 
TEXT& 
Music 
HARRIS SMITH 
Fight Choreographer 
(Shrew/King John) 
PAUL 0ENNHARDT 
Fight Choreographer 
(Musketeers) 
DREW VIDAL 
Fight Captain 
Green Show Fight 
Choreographer 
CONNIE DE VEER 
Dance Choreography 
CHRISTINE SEVEC-)OHNSON 
Vocal Coach 
)IM MAJOR 
Director of the Madrigal 
Singers 
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SHAKESPEARE My liege, here is the strangest controversy ... AND POLITICS 
- King John 
Shakespeare was no stranger to dealing with politics and 
controversy. He often set his plays in different times and 
locations to "disguise" his political or social message 
from the politicians of his day. Offending the wrong par-
ties could result in the loss of funding or worse. 
Jump ahead to 1999. Kilgore College Theatre 
Department, which puts on the Texas Shakespeare 
Festival each year, decided to perform Tony Kushner's 
controversial play Angels in America: Millennium 
Approaches, (which deals with AIDS and a variety of 
social issues) as part of their school-year production 
series. When community leaders tried to prevent the 
school from producing the play, Dr. Bill Holda (presi-
dent of the college) backed the theatre department and 
the show went on with a combination of protesters and 
rave reviews from theatre-goers. 
Prithee, Kate, let's stand aside 
and see the end of this controversy. 
-The Taming of the Shrew 
THE CASE OF KILGORE COLLEGE 
AND THE TEXAS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL 
In retaliation, the County Commissioners rescinded a 
$50,000 grant for the Texas Shakespeare Festival because of 
its connection with the theatre department. The sudden loss 
of funding threatened to shut down the festival. 
However, due to its stand, Kilgore College has recently been 
named the recipient of a $25,000 PEN/Newman's Own First 
Amendment Award, and Paul Newman donated an addition-
al $18,000 for the Texas Shakespeare Festival, going a long 
way toward making up the money lost. The Texas 
Shakespeare Festival will continue as usual this year with a 
season that includes, appropriately enough, Alls Well That 
Ends Well. 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival sends our wishes of suc-
cess to the Texas Shakespeare Festival and the Kilgore 
College theatre department. (Note: Illinois State Theatre 
performed Angels in America: Millennium Approaches in 
1998, and Angels in America: Perestroika this past Spring.) 
Check-out the newest 
BOPI techno-stars to enhance your printing 
* Premium Metallic Process TM* Pantone Hexachrome * PolaProof 
* High End Copy Dot Scanning* Computer To Plate* Man Roland 40" Six Color 
Toll Free 800 298 BOPI (2674) 
Tel 309 662 3395 
Fax 309 663 0581 
Web www.bopi.com 
di 309-662-0411 BOOKKEEPING 
309-662-0415 
24 HOUR PHONE BANK 
800-952-2719 
DRIVE-UP HOURS 
Fi>ic 
FIRST 
STATE 
BANK 7:30 am - 10 pm M-Sat 
OF BLOOMINGTON 
LOBBY HOURS 
8:30 am- 5 pm M-F 
8:30 am - 12 Noon Sat 
JEAN'S Flower Basket 
308 Kingsley 
Normal, IL 61761-2994 
Jean Chiodo 
309-452-9911 800-626-6781 
Sigflature BLOOMINGTON/NORMAL Inn.•] Veterans Pkwy. & College Ave. 
101 S. Veterans Parkway• Normal, IL 61761 
Phone/Fax: 309.454.4044 
E-Mail: normal@signature-inns.com 
Nancy Thiel, General Manager 
Owned by Jameson Inns, Inc. and operated by Jameson Hospitality, LLC. 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL: 1.800.822.5252 
Mid-Illinois Hematology & 
Oncology Associates, Ltd. 
407 E. Vernon Ave., Suite 104 
Normal, IL 61761 
Office: (309) 452-9701 
Hwang G. Jeong, M.D. 
John Migas, M.D. 
Pramern Sriratana, M.D. 
McLean County Arts Center 
Brandt Gallery 
• I 
• 
Jo Hormuth. 
The Pansies. 1998 
Interior Spaces Still Lives 
L J. Douglas, Jo Hormuth. Jackie Kazarian, Julie Seregny 
Mahoney. Christine Nelson, Miyuki Nishiuchi, Carolyn 
Ottmers. Erin Lee Palmer, Lorraine Peltz. Melissa Ann 
Pinney, Risa Sekiguchi, Claudia Smiley, Donna Tadelman. 
Gillian Wainwright 
May 5 - August 5, 2000 
In celebration of our commitment to women artists. the 
McLean County Arts Center and the YWCA of McLean 
County present Interior Spaces Still Lives. The works of 
art included in this exhibition afford the viewer the 
opportunity to consider issues of intimacy, security, desire. 
comfort, memory, change. privacy, and nostalgia. By focusing 
on domestic themes and by marvelling in the common-
place. these fourteen artists imaginatively investigate and 
elucidate complex interior truths of human experience. 
Armstrong Gallery 
Water Resisting by Dawn Gavin 
June 30-August 5, 2000 
Installation of photography, light boxes, projection 
and sound by this Carbondale artist. 
Phoenix Gallery 
MCA( satellite space at l 08 Washington Street. 
downtown Bloomington 
Hours: Tuesday, 5-7 p.m.; Wednesday-Saturday, 11 a.m.-1 p.m. 
Downtown Artists Group Show 
June 3-July 8, 2000 
Circus 
Danell Dvorak & Elizabeth Stein 
July l 5-September l 0. 2 000 
Mclean County Arts Center 
601 N. East Street. Bloomington, Illinois 61701 
'309/829-0011 www.mcac.org 
Mclean County Arts Center Hours: 
Tuesday, 10 a.m.-7 p.m.: Wednesday-Friday, l 0 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Saturday. Noon-4 p.m.: Closed Sunday and Monday 
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FESTIVAL ACTING COMPANY 
Acting Company 
photos are on page 1 7 
JONATHAN AWORI 
This summer marks Jonathan's 
second appearance at the Festival. 
Last year he was seen as Justice 
Shallow in The Merry Wives of 
Windsor. Jonathan is also a sec-
ond-year MFA candidate in Acting 
at Illinois State where he was last 
seen in the role of Jack in The 
Importance of Being Earnest. 
Other favorite roles include Frank 
Charles in Flyin' West and Lovin' 
Al in Working. On the local scene, 
Jonathan will be making his third 
appearance in an industrial film 
for State Farm Insurance (like a 
good neighbor, State Farm is 
there). Finally, the pleasure of this 
Festival experience is tempered 
only by the separation from the 
one he adores - Anne - whom 
he wants to thank wholeheartedly 
for her support. 
WALTER BRODY 
Although he has taught stage 
movement at Illinois State, worked 
as a radio producer in Minneapo-
!is, NV writer in Los Angeles, and 
run his own recording studio in 
Chicago, Walter considers theatre 
his one true avocation. Besides 
working with his wife, Jane, as a 
casting director for Post Cereals, 
Walter keeps busy as a handyman 
while working in the Twin Cities 
theatre community. He recently 
directed Last Night of Ballyhoo at 
Heartland Theatre and will appear 
in Blood Eden, Jane's MFA direct-
ing project in the Studio Theatre, 
in September. 
MICHAEL BURNS 
This is Michael's first time with 
the Festival. Originally from Utah, 
he has spent the past three years in 
Dallas, TX, where he received his 
MFA in acting from Southern 
Methodist University. He has per-
formed at theatres in both New 
York and London. His favorite 
roles include Orestes in Andro-
maque, Hotspur in Henry IV, part 
I, Sancho Panza in Man of La 
Mancha, and King Rat in a British 
pantomime called Dick Whitting-
ton. 
COURTNEY CLONCH 
Courtney is delighted to be work-
ing with the Illinois Shakespeare 
HEARTLAND 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
New campus opening Fall 2000 
Register now for Fall classes 
(309) 827-0500 
Festival during the 2000 season. A 
theatre major at the University of 
Iowa, Courtney just recently fin-
ished playing Beatrice in Feeding 
Beatrice. Courtney has performed 
as Juliet in Romeo and Juliet, Lau-
rey in Oklahoma!, and Dorothy in 
The Wizard of Oz. Other past pro-
ductions include The Sound of 
Music, Wild Oats, The Winter's 
Tale, The Robber Bridegroom, and 
Anything Goes. Courtney hopes to 
graduate with a theatre and psy-
chology degree and a minor in 
dance. 
TANDY CRONYN 
Tandy Cronyn returns to the Illi-
nois Shakespeare Festival this year 
having played Queen Margaret in 
Jeffrey Sweet's adaptation of 
Shakespeare's Henry VI cycle and 
The Bawd in Measure for Measure 
two seasons ago. After training and 
working in London, Tandy 
appeared briefly on Broadway as 
Sally Bowles in the original pro-
duction of Cabaret. Off-Broadway 
she played a Holocaust survivor in 
A Shayna Maidel and Childie in 
The Killing of Sister George. She 
has toured as Amy in the Sond-
heim musical Company, and in 
A.R. Gurney's comedy The Cock-
tail Hour. Over the years Tandy has 
performed major roles in both 
classical and modern plays in 
repertory theaters across America: 
notable the Old Globe Theatre in 
San Diego; The Denver Center 
Theatre Company; PlayMakers 
Repertory Company (where she 
has just finished starring in the 
Pulitzer-prize-winning drama Wit); 
Hartford Stage Company; The 
Cleveland Play House; Yale Reper-
tory Theatre; and Missouri Rep, 
where she played Emily Dickenson 
in The Belle of Amherst. She has 
also appeared at the Stratford Fes-
tival of Canada playing Beatrice in 
Much Ado About Nothing, subse-
quently televised by the CBC. On 
television Miss Cronyn has been 
seen in the movies Getting Out, 
The Story Lady, Age-old Friends, 
and The Guardian. Tandy has 
served on the Board of Directors 
of The Screen Actors Guild for 
seven years and urges all to sup-
port the SAG/ AFTRA commercial 
actors strike against the advertis-
ing industry. 
CHRISTOPHER DENHAM 
Christopher Denham recently 
completed his sophomore year in 
the BFA Acting Studio at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, Champaign-
Urbana, where he has appeared in 
Romeo and Juliet (Romeo) and 
Naomi Wallace's Slaughter City 
(Brandon). Other recent credits 
include: This is Our Youth (War-
ren), Hair (Claude), and True West 
(Austin), which he also directed. 
He has served a professional 
internship with Chicago's Good-
man Theatre, where he worked on 
Waiting for Godot. As a writer, he 
has seen his first play, Paradise #3, 
produced recently and, as a musi-
cian, is compiling his first album. 
PAUL ERWIN 
This is Paul's first season with the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival. He 
recently finished A Touch of the 
Poet for Spokane Interplayers 
Ensemble. He spent the I 999 sea-
son at Idaho Repertory Theatre 
where his roles consisted of Gerald 
Croft in An Inspector Calls and 
Robert Shallow in The Merry 
Wives of Windsor, directed by 
Karen Kessler. He was awarded the 
Rex Rabold Fellowship from the 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival in 
1997, where he performed for two 
seasons. His OSF notable roles 
include Niles Krogstad in Nora 
and Robin Starveling in A Mid-
summer Night's Dream while also 
appearing in Uncle Mznya, Timon 
of Athens, and Death of a Sales-
man. He was a national finalist in 
the 1997 Irene Ryan competition 
at the Kennedy Center in Washing-
ton, DC. His screen work includes 
commercials, industrials, short 
films such as Restroom, and the 
television show Technologies for 
PBS. He holds a BFA in perform-
ance from the University of Idaho. 
ZACHARY f !SCHER 
Zachary joins the company having 
recently completed his first of 
three years at the Florida State 
University/ Asolo Conservatory for 
FESTIVAL ACTING COMPANY 
Actor Training. Prior to the Asolo, 
Mr. Fischer studied for a year at 
the Alabama Shakespeare Festival, 
where he appeared in As You Like 
It, Richard III, 'Tis Pity She's A 
Whore, and the world premiere of 
Jeffrey Hatcher's Sockdology. 
Favorite roles include: Cassio in 
Othello, Gerry Evans in Dancing 
at Lughnasa, Lysander in A Mid-
summer Night's Dream, and 
Trisotin in The Sisterhood. Origi-
nally from San Diego, Zachary 
holds a BA in Theatre and Political 
Science from Willamette Universi-
ty in Salem, Oregon. 
JIMMIE GALAITES 
Son to Jimmy and Helen Galaites, 
Jimmie grew up an army brat, 
moving every couple of years, and 
graduated from Stuttgart American 
High School in Germany. He 
worked his way through college as 
a breakfast cook, and now breaks 
out in hives when around pan-
cakes, bacon, or orange juice. 
After struggling through eight 
years of undergraduate training at 
the University of Wyoming, he 
decided to start another three year 
tour of duty at the FSU/Asolo 
Conservatory of Actor Training so 
that he could boast of spending the 
entire last decade of the millenni-
um rn higher education. Jimmie 
plans to wed Lise Howe in the 
summer of 200 I. 
MARCUS D. HARVEY 
A junior Performance Studies 
major at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, Marcus is 
overwhelmed and shocked to be a 
part of the Festival. He began his 
involvement in the performing arts 
at an early age, as a singer/actor in 
his local community, and contin-
ued it through middle school and 
college. At The University of 
North Carolina, he is a member of 
Ebony Readers/Onyx Theatre. 
Recently, he was part of The Col-
ored Museum and Broadway 
Melodies. He recently received the 
the George Moses Horton Cultural 
Performance Award. He is working 
on writing a one-man show about 
the obstacles of being a young, 
African American male in the US 
called A Look in the Mirror. Mar-
cus would like to thank God, UNC 
teacher Matt Spangler, his aunt 
Mildred, Ebony Readers/Onyx 
Theatre, Tamara C. Thomas, his 
parents, SHSBCC staff, and all his 
supporters for their love, guidance 
and patience. 
f AITH HURLEY 
Faith is delighted to be making her 
debut with the Festival this sum-
mer. She is currently attending Illi-
nois State University studying for 
an acting degree. Recently at Illi-
nois State, she played Marianne in 
Tartuffe, and Libby in Sweet By 'N' 
By. Other favorite roles include 
Martha in A Piece of My Heart, 
Marie-Ange in Les Belles Soeurs 
and while studying at Stella Adler 
Conservatory in New York, Irina in 
Three Sisters. None of Faith's 
dreams or aspirations could have 
been reached without the unwaver-
ing, unconditional, and endless 
love and support of her family. So 
for that and so much more, she 
would like to thank you. 
PHILIP EARL JOHNSON 
Phil returns for his seventh season 
at the Festival from Los Angeles, 
having recently been seen in Black 
White Man, a new play by Oyamo 
at the Mark Taper Forum's New 
Works Festival. He played Tyrone 
in A Moon for the Misbegotten at 
the Laguna Playhouse and toured 
nationally as Joe Pitt in Angels in 
America: parts 1 and 2. Festival 
audiences have seen him as Rover 
in Wild Oats, Benedick in Much 
Ado About Nothing, and Angelo in 
Measure for Measure. Chicago 
credits include appearances at 
Famous Door, Bailiwick, Good-
man, Court, and Steppenwolf. 
Television and film credits include 
The Out ofTowners, High Incident, 
Early Edition, and The Untouch-
ables. Phil also tours nationally as 
MooNiE the Magnif'Cent, a one-
man comedy variety show with 
many appearances here at the Fes-
tival. Love to Genna, Cooper, and 
especially our Sophie Jeanne. 
DAVID KORTEMEIER 
David Kortemeier is delighted to 
be back for his seventh season with 
the Festival. Favorite Festival roles 
include Prospero in The Tempest, 
Hermocrate in The Triumph of 
Love, Snout the Tinker (Wall) in A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, and 
Outlaw #1 in Two Gentlemen of 
Verona. David is an Associate Pro-
fessor and chairs the Drama/ 
Speech Department at Clarke Col-
lege in Dubuque, Iowa where he 
teaches theatre performance and 
serves as artist-in-residence. When 
he returns to Clarke, David will 
play the role of James Tyrone in 
Eugene O'Neill's Long Day's 
Journey Into Night. He holds an 
MFA in Acting from the Universi-
ty of Louisville and resides in Wis-
consin with his wife Kate and chil-
dren Sarah and Paul. 
RAYMOND KURUT 
Raymond transferred to Illinois 
State University this year from 
Indiana-Purdue University at Fort 
Wayne, Indiana. He is an acting 
major at Illinois State and is over-
joyed to have been given the 
opportunity to be a part of the Fes-
tival this summer. He wishes to 
thank his family and friends for all 
their love and support. 
)OAN LAUCKNER 
Joan is excited to be joining the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival. She 
hails from North Dakota where she 
attended the University of North 
Dakota and received her BFA in 
theatre performance. She returned 
to UND to begin an MA in the the-
atre program, but in August she 
will begin a new adventure in the 
MFA program in Lincoln, Nebras-
ka. Some of her favorite roles 
include: Myra in Hay Fever, Hele-
na in A Midsummer Night's 
Dream, and Lil' Bit in How I 
Learned to Drive (which earned 
her the distinction of being an 
Irene Ryan semi-finalist and the 
show was performed at the region-
al American College Theatre FEs-
tival). Lots of love and thanks to 
her family who have been so sup-
portive on this journey. 
PAMELA LAURIE 
Pamela will be a senior this fall in 
the theatre program at the Univer-
sity of North Dakota. Fairly new to 
the acting scene, she doesn't have a 
lot of experience behind her, but 
some of her favorite roles include 
Kate in The Taming of the Shrew 
and Female Greek Chorus in How 
I Learned to Drive for which she 
received an Irene Ryan nomina-
tion. One of her most memorable 
experiences was performing How I 
Learned to Drive this winter at 
ACTF. She is super excited to be a 
part of the Festival this summer 
and wishes to thank her family and 
friends for all their love and sup-
port. 
KATHLEEN LOGELIN 
Kathleen is thrilled to return to the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival. She 
was last seen at Ewing Manor as 
Helena in All's Well That Ends 
Well. Most recently she was in 
Hellcab and Two Planks and a 
Passion with Famous Door Theatre 
in Chicago. A graduate of Illinois 
State University, she appeared as 
Beatrice in Much Ado About Noth-
ing and as Paulina in Death and 
the Maiden as well as various and 
sundry roles in other Illinois State 
productions. Kathleen wishes to 
thank her friends and family for 
their continuing support and love. 
)ACK McLAUGHLIN-GRAY 
Jack McLaughlin-Gray is a 23 year 
veteran of the regional theatre 
scene. His regional credits include: 
Guthrie, Steppenwolf, Goodman, 
Milwaukee Repertory, South Coast 
Repertory, Alabama Shakespeare, 
and Indiana Repertory, among oth-
ers. He is a recipient and three time 
nominee of Chicago's Joseph Jef-
ferson Award. Jack has also 
appeared in a number of feature 
films (The Negotiator, Opportunity 
Knocks, Major League, Jimmy 
Reardon), television films (Johnny 
Ryan, Howard Beach, Father 
Clements Story), episodics (Early 
Edition, The Untouchables, Father 
Dowling), commercials, and voice 
overs. He is founder and Artistic 
Director of Radio Ensemble Play-
ers in Chicago and currently serves 
as Head of Acting for the School 
of Theatre at Illinois State Univer-
sity. 
continued on page 42 
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COSTUME 
STAFF 
l<AR1 BETH RusT 
Costume Shop Supervisor 
JENNIFER CRONIN 
Asst. Designer (Shrew) 
KRISTIN LIGESKI 
Asst. Designer (King John) 
Running Crew 
ALISON ROBERTS 
Asst. Designer (Musketeers) 
JEANNE OosT 
Cutter/Draper 
RANDAL BLADES 
Assistant Cutter/Draper 
CHRISTAL SCHANES 
Wigs and Crafts Supervisor 
TANTALAYA MCKINNEY 
Asst. Crafts Supervisor 
Wardrobe Supervisor 
back row (1-r): Jeanne Oost, Randal Blades, Abigail Wurster, Kirsten Bogue, Christal Schanes, 
Kristen Ligeski, Jennifer Cronin. middle row: Kimberly Perez, Letitia Delgado, Sarah Seavey, 
Tantalaya McKinney, Erin Nugent. seated: Alison Roberts, Kari Beth Rust, Catherine Sweeney 
F I R s T 
E D I T I 0 N 
Hair, Skin & Nails 
309-829-424 7 
816 E. Washington St. • Bloomington, IL 61701 
This summer's production of The Three Musketeers 
is sponsored in part by First Edition. 
COSTUME 
STAFF 
LETICIA DELGADO 
Costume Technician 
SARA SEAVEY 
Costume Technician 
ABIGAIL WURSTER 
Costume Technician 
Running Crew 
CATHERINE SWEENEY 
Costume Technician 
KIRSTEN BOGUE 
Apprentice Costume Technician 
Running Crew 
ERIN NUGENT 
Apprentice Costume Technician 
Running Crew 
KIMBERLY PEREZ 
Apprentice Costume Technician 
Running Crew 
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FESTIVAL ACTING COMPANY 
continued from page 3 9 
REBECCA MACLEAN 
Rebecca MacLean is very happy to 
be returning to the Festival again 
this summer. In past seasons she 
has appeared as Lady Amaranth in 
Wild Oats, Queen Elizabeth in 
Richard Ill, Beatrice in Much Ado 
About Nothing and Isabella in 
Measure for Measure. Rebecca's 
Chicago credits include work at 
Court Theatre (Clara Pygmalion, 
Geraldine Barclay What the Butler 
Saw, Eve The Mystery Cycle: Cre-
ation, Corinna Stroller House of 
Blue Leaves), Victory Gardens 
Theatre (Sondra Music From a 
Locked Room, Becky Scorched 
Earth), Commons Theatre (A.C. 
Signal Season of Dummy Hoy, 
Irena Three Sisters, Jule Objec-
tions to Sex and Violence), North-
light Theatre (Vivie Mrs. Warrens 
Profession), The Goodman 
(Mopsa The Winters Tale), and 
SteppenwolfTheatre (Sweet Young 
Thing Le Ronde). Regionally she 
has appeared at Berkeley Reperto-
ry Theatre as Sybil in Private 
Lives, Karen in Speed-The-Plow, 
and Cecily in The Importance of 
Being Earnest and at The Reperto-
ry Theatre of St Louis as Billie 
Dawn in Born Yesterday. Her tele-
vision credits include "Moment of 
Rage," an NBC Movie of the 
Week, and a guest star appearance 
on the series "Missing Persons" as 
well as numerous commercials. 
Rebecca continues to make 
Bloomington her home while rais-
ing Rachael (6) and Sam (3). 
LAUREN 0RKUS 
Lauren is thrilled to be part of this 
summer's Festival. In the fall she 
will be a senior in Theatre Arts at 
Penn State University. Recently at 
PSU she has been seen as Hero in 
Much Ado About Nothing, Mag in 
Brian Friel's Lovers, Lucie in The 
Three Lives of Lucie Cabral, as 
well as roles in The Dutchess of 
Malfi, Hair, A Servant of Two Mas-
ters, and The Love of the Nightin-
gale. Previously she was an acting 
apprentice at the Chautauqua Con-
servatory where she played the 
Niece in The Good Woman of Set-
zuan. Lauren is very excited about 
this season. 
Long Term Care 
INSURANCE 
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While it's true no one can predict 
the future, it's also true everyone 
should plan for it. 
Call Today! 
309-452-1156 
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RODERICK PEEPLES 
Roderick is thrilled to return to the 
Festival, and to work in such a 
splendid new theatre. It has long 
been dreamed of, and it is most 
gratifying to finally see it realized. 
In the Festival's Acting Company 
off and on since 1992, Rick has 
appeared in The Falcon s Pitch, 
Much Ado About Nothing, Hamlet, 
Alls Well That Ends Well, Rosen-
crantz & Guildenstern are Dead, 
Cymbe/ine, Henry IV, part 2, As 
You Like it, The Winters Tale, and 
Macbeth. In Chicago, he originat-
ed the role of Jacob Gens in 
Famous Door Theatre's long-run-
ning Ghetto, and played 70-year-
old Max in The Homecoming. He 
appeared in Steppenwolf's Morn-
ing Star, Organic's Belfry, and 
Court Theatre's Gross Indecency: 
The Three Trials of Oscar Wilde. 
Rick recently filmed scenes for 
Novacaine with Steve Martin, 
Unconditional Love with Rupert 
Everett, and the independent films 
Intercourse and Brother II. Past 
film and TV work includes The 
Hudsucker Proxy, Payback, ER for 
NBC, the TV film The Presidents 
Man, two episodes of Early Edi-
tion for CBS, and an Untouchables 
episode (syndicated). He received 
the 1998 Joseph Jefferson Award 
for Supporting Actor as Stephen in 
Roadworks' Dealers Choice, and 
a 1997 Jeff Citation for his work as 
Harold in CT20 Ensemble's 
Orphans. 
ZACHARY PRICE 
Zachary Price is a 12-year-old 
native of Bloomington-Normal 
and will be entering Parkside 
Junior High School this fall. King 
John marks his acting debut, and 
he is excited to be a part of this 
great experience. His other inter-
ests include reading, traveling and 
learning about different cultures, 
golf, and violin. 
CiLENN W. PROUD 
This is Glenn's first summer with 
the Festival. Glenn finished a BS 
in Acting from Illinois State, 
where his recent roles included 
Solyony in Three Sisters, Wayne 
Hudson in Popcorn, and the title 
role in Tartuffe. Glenn feels hon-
ored to be part of the company 
here at the Festival. He would like 
to thank his parents Glenn Jr. and 
Ruth for helping him become the 
man he is today. It's been rough, 
but we got through it. 
THOMAS ANTHONY 
QUINN 
Tom is delighted to be returning 
for his third season with the Festi-
val. In I 995 he played Posthumous 
in Cymbeline, Pistol in Henry IV, 
part 2, and donned his first pair of 
cement overshoes as Egeon in A 
Comedy of Errors. Last summer he 
played Master Page in The Merry 
Wives of Windsor, Lord Stanley in 
Richard Ill, and the old, one-
legged bo'sun John Dory in Wild 
Oats. He currently resides in Lin-
coln, Illinois where he coaches 
speech and drama at the local high 
school, loves and adores his three 
kids, and obeys his beautiful wife. 
During two years in residence at 
Arena Stage in Washington, DC, 
Tom appeared as Cabell Breeze in 
the original staging of John 
Guare's Women and Water as well 
as Yang Sun in The Good Person of 
Setzuan, John MacDermott in 
Ourselves Alone, Sandy Lord in 
The Philadelphia Story, and 
Lucentio in The Taming of the 
Shrew. He also had the great pleas-
ure of working with acclaimed 
Russian director Yuri Lubimov of 
Moscow's Tagonka Theater, in a 
staged adaptation of Dostoyevski 's 
Crime and Punishment. A true 
lover of American classics, Tom's 
favorite roles include Tom Wing-
field in The Glass Menagerie, 
Chris Keller in All My Sons, and 
Edmund Tyrone in Long Days 
Journey Into Night. 
HARRIS SMITH 
Harris is excited about making his 
first appearance with the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. As a profes-
sional actor his credits include 
work at Utah Shakespeare Festival 
(Tybalt - Romeo and Juliet, Thurio 
- Two Gentlemen of Verona), St. 
Louis Black Rep (Nolan - Black 
Eagles) , Sacramento Theatre Com-
pany (George Murchison - A 
Raisin in the Sun), A Contempo-
rary Theatre, Seattle (Fenist - The 
Falcon), Seattle Shakespeare Festi-
val (Romeo - Romeo and Juliet), 
Pacific Conservatory of the Per-
forming Arts (Jussac - Three Mus-
keteers, Burgundy - King Lear). 
FESTIVAL ACTING COMPANY 
Harris has worked on a number of 
films including Runaway Train, 
Singles, Amazing Grace and 
Chuck, and Past Midnight. His tel-
evision credits include Lookin ' 
Good and Pandora s Clock. When 
not acting or teaching he plays his 
favorite role of husband to his 
lovely wife Carla and wonderful 
children Stephani, Angelina, 
Simone, and Sterling. 
JOE THOMPSON 
Joe is a recent graduate of Penn 
State University where he received 
his BFA in Musical Theatre. This 
summer marks Joe's first appear-
ance with the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival. Other credits include: 
Much Ado About Nothing, The Skin 
of Our Teeth, Good News, Brian 
Friel's Lovers, and the final work-
shop presentation of Stephen 
Schwartz's Children of Eden. 
JEAN VANIER 
Jean is a native Chicagoan whose 
lifelong pursuit has been theatre. It 
all began for her at age 13, when 
she played Nancy in Oliver at Jack 
and Jill Players on Wabash. She's 
been hooked ever since. She has 
performed with many Chicago the-
atre companies. Her favorite pro-
ductions have been: Marvin s 
Room, The Workroom, Blood 
Brothers, One Flew Over the 
Cuckoos Nest, and The Adding 
Machine. Jean is a candidate for 
her MA in theatre from the Uni-
versity of Illinois, Chicago. She 
has written an adaptation of a 
Russian fairytale and plans to have 
it mounted next year at UIC. She is 
the proud mother of four wonder-
ful children and thanks her family 
for their support in her artistic 
endeavors. 
DREW VIDAL 
Drew is a recent graduate of the 
acting program at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, and is very 
happy to be making his Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival debut. 
Favorite roles at the university 
included Orlando in As You Like It, 
Ray in Under the Gaslight, and 
Romeo. Last summer, he attended 
the Society of American Fight 
Directors' National Stage Combat 
Workshop, where he received the 
award for best male actor/combat-
ant, and also trained with the Unit-
ed Stuntmen's Association in Seat-
tle. Drew would like to thank his 
parents for their continued sup-
port. 
BRADLEY WHITE 
This summer marks Bradley's 
debut with the Festival. Originally 
from St. Louis, he received his BA 
in Theatre at UMKC. Last spring, 
he earned his MFA from Penn 
State where he received the 
Manuel Duque Award for excel-
lence in the field of acting. Past 
roles include George Antrobus 
(Skin of Our Teeth), Polonius 
(Hamlet), Richard of Gloucester 
(Henry VL parts 1, 2, 3), and 
Andrei (Three Sisters). White also 
spent two seasons with the Utah 
Shakespearean Festival. In his 
spare time, he enjoys teaching the-
atre improv and movement to chil-
dren and young actors. This 
August, he will give up saying: 
Sourdough, Wheat, 
Dark Rye and Jalapeno 
Cheese Buns, 
Pizza Crusts, Cookies 
508 I.A.A. Dr., Bloomington, IL 61701 
(309) 663-6364 • Fax (309) 663-6992 
1701 S. Veteran's Parkway 
(309) 661-4646 • Fax (309) 661-5656 
Monday-Saturday 10:30 am - 9:00 pm• Sunday 10:30 am - 7:00 pm 
"but I really like the change of the 
seasons here in the Midwest," and 
promptly move to Los Angeles to 
continue his career. 
STEVEN YOUNG 
Richard III, Oedipus the King, 
Hamlet, and A Midsummer Nights 
Dream (The People's Theatre). In 
1996 Steven was selected as an 
alternate for the New York Drama 
League's Director's Fellowship. 
Steven is Artistic Director for 
Chicago's Boxer Rebellion Ensem-
ble, where next season he will 
direct The World of Mirth and his 
original script, The Resurrection-
ists, hailed by The Virginia Pilot 
as, "A remarkably unified and 
compelling piece of theatrical 
artistry." Other directing credits 
include: The Atomic View Motel 
and Dead White Males (Boxer 
Rebellion), Arms and the Man 
(American Southwest Theatre), 
Mad Forest (Milwaukee Rep), 
Henry VL part 2 and Antony and 
Cleopatra (the Chicago Shake-
speare Project), Don't Disappoint 
Captain January (American The-
atre), The Triumph of Love (Boule-
vard Ensemble), Small Town Girl 
(Playwright's Studio Theatre), 
Tales of the Lost Formicans (North 
Park College), Hamlet and Romeo 
and Juliet (The New Tradition 
Theatre Company), Taming of the 
Shrew (Summer Nights Festival), 
Lysistrata (University of Minneso-
ta-Duluth), The Mouse Trap (Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Whitewater), 
The Best 
Fine Wine Selection in 
Central Illinois. 
Join us for our lnstore Tastings 
Every Saturday from 11-4 
1404 E. Empire, Bloomington 663-8303 
On Frontage Road across from Eastland Mall & Main Post Office 
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TECHNICAL 
STAFF 
BRAD HELLWIG 
Scenic Supervisor 
DAVID NAVALINSKY 
Technical Director 
DAN p CONLEY 
Asst. Technical Director 
Crew Head 
DENNY MAYS 
Scene Shop Supervisor 
TODD POELSTRA 
Master Carpenter 
JANINE VREATT 
Carpenter 
STEVEN NEUENSCHWANDER 
Carpenter 
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AARON PAOLUCCI 
Carpenter 
SAM WOOTTEN 
Carpenter 
JENNIFER SYDNEY 
Apprentice Carpenter 
KYLE J.H. WAITES 
Apprentice Carpenter 
NICH MATONICH 
Intern Carpenter 
(counterclockwise from top of the stairs) Dan P Conley, Janine Vreatt, Kyle J.H. Waites, Nick Matonich, 
Todd Poelstra, Sally Day, Jennifer Sydney, Emily Eggan, Lee Maples, Matt Glaze, Brad Hellwig, 
Bernadette Brennan, Aaron Paolucci, Steve Neuenschwander, David Navalinsky, Sam Wootten 
TECHNICAL 
STAFF 
LEE MAPLES 
Props Supervisor 
Green Show Scenic 
Coordinator 
MATT GLAZE 
Props Artisan 
EMILY EGGAN 
Apprentice Props Artisan 
SALLY DAY 
Scenic Artist 
BERNADETTE BRENNAN 
Scenic Artist 
PATRICK NELSON 
Master Electrician 
DENNIS GRIMES 
Electrician 
JODI ROBINSON 
Electrician 
Dennis Grimes, Jodi Robinson, 
Patrick Nelson 
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"Elegance for the 
Turn of the Century" 
Visit our new location at 
716 E. Empire, Suite E 
(Constitution Place) . 
821-0200 
www.wellingtonskitchens.com 
Joe Robards 
Mary D. Sandy, CKD 
Kelly Smith 
Wellington's 
is proud to be a 
new member of the 
Bloomington-Normal 
business community. 
CENTRAL ILLINOIS' PLACE TO BE 
WYZZFOX43 
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FESTIVAL HIGH SCHOOL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
top row (1-r): Catherine Flowers, Nick Matonich, Sandra Zielinski (Intern Coordinator), 
Kirsten Bogue, Samantha Dawson; bottom row: Becky Goodrich, Laura Lamoureux; 
not pictured: Adam Cook, Anna Jakubka, Michelle Warner 
Education is a critical part of the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival's mis-
sion. The internship program helps 
serve this mission by providing 
select students with a comprehen-
sive, hands-on introduction to the 
challenges and rewards of the works 
of William Shakespeare. It is the 
Festival's belief that working in a 
highly intensive atmosphere with 
theatre professionals greatly benefits 
these future members of the theatri-
cal community. The high school 
interns are employed in various areas 
of the Festival, including working as 
actors, technicians, assistant stage 
managers, or taking on administra-
tive responsibilities. The interns 
receive experience in all aspects of 
the Festival's season, from beginning 
rehearsals and the build period, 
through the run of the shows and 
end-of-season strike. 
____,Ji_ 
JOHN C. MORRIS 
___ _,(?-' ___ _ 
ASSOCIATES, CPA, LLC 
John C. Morris, CPA 
220 N. Eldorado Road, Suite C 
Bloomington, IL 61704-3544 
Phone (309) 663-6789 
Fax (309) 663-5731 
~a/ooJ, StmJd, & rJ;,"14 JsafuN1d 
II 
Dinner served dally 
starting at 5:00 PM 
**** .,,..,..,...,..,,,, 
513 North Main 
Downtown Bloomington 
309-827-3333 
• 
KIRK W NoRAIAN, D.D.S., M.S., P.C. 
KENNETH A. GERSTEIN, D.D.S. 
Practice Limited to Periodontics 
Implant Dentistry 
Supporting You with A Smile! 
309-663-4577 • 1-800-344-3701 
2103 East Washington Street 
Doctors Park, Suite 2G • Bloomington, Illinois 61701 
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD 
1105 W FRONT ST. 
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701 
OF 
ELECTRICAL WORKERS 
LOCAL UNION 197 AFL-CIO 
CERTIFIED APPRENTICESHIP 
TRAINING TODAY, 
OF TOMORROW'S ELECTRICAL 
CRAFTSMAN, FOR ALL YOUR 
ELECTRICAL NEEDS. 
OFFICE: 309/827-4868 
FAX: 309/827-0197 
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A message from the Managing Director 
This year, with the opening of the Theatre at Ewing, the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival moves another step closer to its goal of becom-
ing one of the leading regional Shakespeare Theatres. In order to 
achieve this goal, we must place the Festival on the soundest finan-
cial footing possible. To do this we must turn to you, our patrons. 
Few realize the resources it takes to present a Festival such as 
ours. Each season we bring together a company of nearly one 
hundred and twenty people. Together they work more than 
64,000 man hours to stage the three productions you will see this 
season. Among those people are actors, stage directors, scenic 
designers, costume designers, lighting designers, fight choreogra-
phers, sound designers, stage managers, scenic, lighting, and costume 
technicians, management personnel, student interns, and theatre 
practicum students and volunteers. 
These people working together created hundreds of costumes, 
dozens of scenic pieces, hundreds of props, complicated sound 
designs, hang and focus hundreds of lighting instruments, created the 
publicity material that promotes the Festival, staff a box office, gift 
shop and concession stand, write the program guide in which this let-
ter appears, make sure your car is parked safely, usher you to your 
seat, and during the academic year plan and run a school outreach 
program that annually plays to more than 2,500 students and senior 
citizens. 
All this is accomplished on a budget of less than $450,000! Yet, 
the price of your ticket pays for only 45% of the total budget. The 
remainder comes from the Department of Theatre, the College of 
Fine Arts, and generous supporters such as those listed in this pro-
gram. And all this is accomplished without a single full-time, year-
round staff member. Were it not for the MBA program in Arts 
Management, the growth the Festival has experienced in the past sev-
eral years would not have been possible. 
In the next five years we must raise more than $550,000 in order 
to assure the financial future of the Festival. $50,000 of this would be 
for the purchase of the remaining equipment and furnishing needed 
for the new theatre. $250,000 will be placed in an endowment for the 
physical upkeep of the theatre, and $250,000 will be used to establish 
an endowment for the Festival itself. 
To do this we need your help. If you are simply a supporter of 
the Festival, please considering becoming a member of the Illinois 
Shakespeare Society. If you have a business, please consider becom-
ing a corporate sponsor. If you have contacts with foundations that 
might support the Festival, please let us know. And finally, if you 
have time to help, please consider becoming an active volunteer for 
the Festival. 
FERGUS G. CURRIE- Managing Director 
Fergus G. "Tad" Currie is a graduate of Davidson 
College, received his MA from the University of 
Missouri and a doctorate in Educational 
Administration from Teachers College, Columbia 
University. Dr. Currie has been a member of the fac-
ulty at Converse College, Queens and Hunter 
College of the CUNY, the Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Emory University, and the University of 
South Florida. He has worked on Broadway, off-
Broadway, in regional, stock and dinner theatres as 
an actor, stage manager, director and producer. He 
has appeared in more than two hundred and fifty 
commercials, dozens of industrial films, soap operas 
and seven feature films. Tad served as an officer for 
the American Federation of Television and Radio 
Artists, and the Screen Actors' Guild. From 1986 
until 1996, he was the Central Regional Director of 
Actors' Equity Association. In this position he was 
instrumental in the development of contractual lan-
guage that addressed minority work issues, 
increased employment of Equity actors in dozens of 
Chicago's smaller theatres, and negotiated the first 
Equity contract with Disney World in Orlando, 
Florida. Dr. Currie founded Season of Concern, the 
AIDS fundraising organization of the Chicago the-
atre community. Since its founding in 1987, that 
organization has raised more than two millions dol-
lars. In 1997 Tad was awarded a special Joseph 
Jefferson Award for his contributions to the Chicago 
theatre community. In 1997 he served as the Chair of 
Conferences for the Association for Theatre in 
Higher Education and was named Professor of 
Theatre at Illinois State University where he serves 
as chair of the department and Managing Director of 
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. He was one of the 
negotiators for the new U/RTA contract with Actors' 
Equity Association. And he was recently elected a 
member of the National Theatre Conference. Dr. 
Currie is presently President of the Mid-America 
Theatre Conference and chair of the Ethics 
Committee of the National Association of Schools 
of Theatre. He is also a member of the Board of the 
McLean County Arts Center. 
THE ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY 
Founded in 1982 by persons interested in enhancing the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, the Society is a membership organi-
zation made up of individuals and businesses who see the Festival as an important cultural resource for Bloomington-
Normal, McLean County and all of Central Illinois. The Society's membership has been essential to the Shakespeare 
Festival's continued growth and increasing artistic quality. For more information about the Society call 309-438-8974 or 
write: Illinois Shakespare Festival Society, Campus Box 5700, Normal, Illinois 61790-5700. (Annual-giving contributions 
received after the printing of the Festival Program will be acknowledged in next season's publication.) 
IMPRESARIO 
$2,500 + 
Biaggi's Ristorante Italiano 
Bloomington-Normal Area 
Convention and Visitor's 
Bureau 
Bloomington Offset Process, Inc. 
Dennison Corporation 
First Edition 
Hampton Inn 
The Illinois Arts Council - A 
State Agency 
Illinois Bureau of Tourism 
Illinois State University 
Foundation 
Illinois State University, The 
College of Fine Arts 
Phares and Harriet O'Daffer 
State Farm Companies 
Foundation 
Town of Normal 
WBNQ 101.5 FM 
DIRECTOR 
$1,000 - $2,499 
John and Sharon Amdall 
Caterpillar Foundation 
Paul A. Funk Foundation 
Judy and Robert Markowitz 
John and Nancy Stevens 
Target Stores 
Herbert and Janet Wiser 
WYZZ Fox-43 
STAR 
$500 - $999 
John and Sharon Amdall 
Erich Brandt 
Dr. and Mrs. William Cooley 
Tad Currie 
Calvin and Rebecca MacLean 
Edward and Patricia Manahan 
David and Jody Dellinger 
James and Barbara Meek 
Dixie Mills 
Calvin Pritner and Evamarii Johnson 
Edward and Marsha Rinetti 
Jerry and Carole Ringer 
Ed and Marsha Rinetti 
Susan Silvey 
James and Jeanne Swanson 
Mildred and Donald Templeton 
PLAYER 
$250 - $499 
Association of University 
Neurosurgeons 
Paul and Sharon Baker 
Stephen and Debbie Belgrave 
Michael W Bielfeldt 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Braden 
Timothy and Wendy Duffy 
Christine and Lawrence Eggan 
James and Sherry Graehling 
Alvin and Elaine Goldfarb 
William and Patricia Grogg 
Paul and Sandra Harmon 
Tim Longfellow 
Philip and Katrina Mitchell 
Helen and Robert A. Mustell 
Robert Neff 
Dr. and Mrs. T.C. Ocheltree 
Carol and Earl Reitan 
Clyde R. and Sharon A. Reynolds 
Richard and Margaret Rimac 
Russell and Margaret Rutter 
Justin Shaltz 
Ernest V. and Inez R. Stevenson 
Michael and Jacquelyn White 
Judy and Ruel Wright 
Carolyn and L. Duane Yockey 
FRIEND 
$50 - $249 
Barbara and Ted Allsup 
Karen Ament 
Sandra Barnes 
Kathleen C. Bassi 
Harriet Bauman 
Allan and Lois Bell 
Kenneth and Laura Berk 
John and Nancy Bernstein 
Judy Bey 
Emma Bitner 
Susan J. Bloome 
Bly Chiropractic Clinic, P.C. 
Charles and Maxine Bolen 
Richard Boser 
Judy and Robert T. Boynton 
Erich Brandt 
Brad Brenneman and Shelley Carter 
Joseph M. Butcher 
Susan and John Callahan 
Vicken and Sally Chalian 
Carol and Gerry Chrisman 
Jeffery and Deanne Colledge 
Nancy A. Cygan 
E. Richard and Nancy K. Daane 
Marie and Terence Dawson 
Tom and June Deighan 
J.R. Delgado 
John and Laura Dirks 
Nancy Dodson 
Lynda Duke 
James and Suzanne Edmondson 
Teri and Warren Fink 
Karen Fleming 
Edith and Elmo Franklin 
John B. and Susan Freed 
Mrs. and Mrs. John Freese 
Timothy J. Fuertges 
Edward F. and Cordelia S. Gain 
Isabel Gardner 
Kathy Gentry 
Bill Good 
Myra and George J. Gordon 
James R. and Sherry Graehling 
James V. Graff 
Rocky Grunkemeyer 
Pete Guither 
Terry L. Hall 
Charles and Victoria Harris 
Robert G. and Barbara Hathway 
Jeffrey and Leslie Hecht 
Rebecca Hepner 
H. William and Carol E. Hey 
Frances K. Hoope 
Thomas N. Jacob and Associates 
Terri and Michael James 
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Jackson 
Ted and Joyce Jackson 
Alexis Kalish 
James L. Kappel 
James and Kathleen S. Kerns 
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___ hen you hav~ 
shuffled off chis 
.. ~· moRral coil, will youR ,., 
,a~ tamily be financially secuRe?\ 
lis youR life changes, youR insuRance needs change. So ..... 
ij!il you need an insuRance company char will keep up wirh youR 
'.1111 :lifesryle changes, and make suRe you have rhe Righr coveRage 
~!l!Lo meer chose needs. 
111! 
enreR COUNTRY COMPANIES® lnsuRance. We offeR a 
1i!ilvaRiery of coveRages ro pRorecr youR life, healrh, home, auro, 
:;!;/ f aRm and mo Re ... all ar compecirive pRices. I peRchance you could save a couple of dollaRs wirh one 
;I bf chose on-line insuRance companies, bur ro whom will you 
,illll luRn when you have quesrions OR a claim? 
:I!: Gy, rheRe·s rhe Rub. 
Real People, Real AnsweRs, Real Quick 
COUNTRY 
COM:l!ANIES. I 
www.countrycompanies.com 
ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY (CONT.) 
Pat Kindred 
Charlotte A. Kinkade 
E. Melba Kirkpatrick 
Richard Knable 
Cherie D. Koch 
Richard and Louise Konrath 
Rebecca Krieg 
Rebecca Landau 
Christie Lau and David 
Hopfensperger 
Lynn Lazerson 
Michael Lepore 
Danny Leifel 
Davd Leonhard 
Anthony and Susan Liberta 
Donald and Sharon Lindsey 
Sandra L. Little 
Lynn and Matthew Litwiller 
John and Cathy Lust 
Priscilla and Darrell Matthews 
Dr. Stephen Matter 
Nancy McCriskin 
Betty McKnight 
Arnold B. McLean 
Emily P. McNamara 
Paul and Linda Meints 
Patti Meyer 
Marc R. Miller 
Arthur and Joan Milward 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mintel 
Daniel Mitchell 
Tom Mizeur 
Kevin Moore 
Mary Evelyn and Benjamin L. 
Moore 
Robin Moore 
Larry and Joyce Morlan 
Clifford E. and Cecilia Myers 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Myers 
Mary Nash 
Carol Thomas Neely 
Robert J. and Carolyn M. Neff 
Janice Neuleib 
Jeff Newman 
Ruth and Thomas Novosad 
Patrick and Lori O'Rourke 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Safford 
Peacock 
Cindy Peterson 
Merredith and John Peterson 
John T. Phipps Law Office 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Plauzek 
Michael Pullin 
William Rau and Barbara Heyl 
Gerard and Elizabeth C. Rickert 
Clyde and Sharon Reynolds 
Michael Rucker 
Bradley J. and Roseanne R. 
Secord 
M. Jean and Kyle C. Sessions 
Shive Hattery Engineers and 
Architects 
Rozann and Ray Smith 
James and Karen Snow 
John C. Stark and Lori J. Adams 
Ruth Steele 
Carol Straka 
David and Trudy Strand 
Frank and Beverly Studnick 
William and Susan Sulaski 
Laura Sullivan 
Nancy Swanson 
George and Lisa Szmaj 
Masako and Wako Takayasu 
Lisa Tekmetarovic 
John C. Thurston 
Joan and Irving Tick 
Jane M. Torrance 
Timothy Tyler 
John Urice and Penny Kolloff 
Professors Carson and Iris 
Varner 
Charles and Joan Vanden 
Eynden 
Julia Visor 
Lloyd and Mary Watkins 
Dennis and Margaret Watson 
Bob and Lynn Wegman 
Donna Jo Willett 
Dr. Carol Williams 
Kate Wilson 
Fred M. Wollrab 
William and Carol Woodson 
Bernhard and Nancy Works 
Mary Wraight 
Carolyn and Duane Yockey 
Charles and Gwendolyn Yurieci 
MEMBER 
under $50 
Perry Albin 
Nancy Amos-Schulte 
James and Shyla Anderson 
Joan K. Anderson 
Robert I. and Carolyn Baierbach 
David and Janet A. Baker 
Donna and Frank Bartley 
Harry and Deborah M. Berman 
Sandra Bettis 
John and Millie Boaz 
John and Elizabeth Bowermaster 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown 
Martha Burk 
Joseph Butcher 
Marjorie Busey 
Patricia E. Carmody 
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Cohen 
Raymond Cohn 
Jean Conley 
John E. Crew 
William and Mary Denham 
Edna Dooley 
Carol Drake 
James Dugan 
Arnold and William Eddings 
Jean and Kenneth Freeburn 
Martha Giacobassi 
Nancy and Frank Giovanini 
David and Marian Grace 
Claudia M. and Kenneth Graham 
Mary Greener 
Francis and Katherine Guither 
Beverly Jo Harter 
Daniel Holder 
Elizabeth Huck 
Virgil and Lenore Hutton 
Teri Iden 
Cathy Inman 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers 
Kenneth and Sandra Jesse 
Sherry Jones 
Lisa Kenmetz 
Teresa Kettellkamp 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles King 
Elizabeth Kolaz 
Kathleen Karl and Paul Meier 
James and Janet Beth Kincaid 
Don and Pam Laken 
Tom Larkin 
Kenneth J. Lindblom and Patricia A. 
Dunn 
Joanne and Sammy L. Linton 
Geoffrey and Teri Liston 
Jon Liston 
Sandra Little 
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Litwiller 
Mr. and Mrs. John Lust 
Michelle Mace 
Patti Meyer 
Susan Jean Michel 
Frank and Gigi Miles 
James and Mary Morstadt 
Clifford and Ceilia Myers 
Susan Neff 
Joseph Nugent 
Nancy Olson 
Kathryn and Paul R. Orr 
Sue Panno 
Margaret Parret 
Cathy and Richard Pense 
John and Meredith Peterson 
Jack Porter 
John R. Porter, Jr. 
Charles and Marilyn R. Pratt 
Kenneth Radeke 
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The Illinois State University 
Foundation is a not-for-profit 
corporation chartered by the 
State of Illinois for the sole pur-
pose of serving the University. 
The Foundation is authorized to 
hold funds in trust, invest such 
funds and use the return of the 
investments or the capital for the 
support of scholarships, faculty 
research and other educational 
and related activities. It is 
through the Illinois State 
University Foundation that the 
Festival has been allowed to uti-
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EUREKA COLLEGE THEATRE 
Pritchard Hall 300 E. College Ave. Eureka, IL 61530 
Eureka College is a small, liberal arts school chartered in 1855 
where the student/teacher relationship develops into a lifelong 
mentorship and friendship. The Theatre Arts and Drama major 
trains you in all areas of theatre arts preparing you for acceptance 
into the finest graduate programs. We stress 
overseas study and internships - including a 
formal tie wih the Playwright's Kitchen 
Ensemble in L.A., bringing us major stars and 
placement opportunities. Theatre scholarships 
are available. We're looking for YOU - the 
student who is intelligent, talented, and 
committed. If you're looking for quality, 
Eureka 
College 
Chartered 1855 
professionalism, and a personal touch - Call 1-888-4EUREKA 
or email: bsajko@eureka.edu or www.eureka.edu. 
YOU 
should be studying the arts 
where they've been thriving for 145 years. 
Be a Part of the Tradition. 
EUREKA COLLEGE 
Challenging Minds. Inspiring Leaders. 
$6,000 Scholarships in Art, Music a Theatre 
1-888-4EUREKA www.eureka.edu 
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Congratulations to the Shakespeare Theatre! 
We are proud to have been a part of this production. 
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ILLINOISSTATE 
UNIVER5ITY 
Alumni Association 
[I]he tradition of alumni commitment to the University dates back to the first graduating class in 1860. 
The Alumni Association salutes the many hundreds of Illinois State alumni who have been involved 
with the Illinois Shakespeare Festival for their efforts on stage and behind the scenes since 1978. 
(309) 4 38-ALUM 
isualum@ilstu.edu 
www.alumniservices.ilstu.edu 
ILLINOIS STATE THEATRE 
You can see the work of many of the actors, designers, directors, 
technicians, and staff of the Illinois Shakespeare Festival all 
year long at the nationally acclaimed Theatre Department at 
Illinois State University. Exciting, challenging, and entertaining 
theatre in a variety of spaces covering an entire range from clas-
sics to contemporary to controversial. 
The 2000-200 I Season 
Blood Eden by Dan Howell 
Sept. 20 - 24 (Studio Theatre) 
The Grapes of Wrath adapted by Frank Galati 
Sept. 28 - Oct. 7 (WesthoffTheatre) 
The Art of Dining by Tina Howe 
from the Spring, 2000 production of 
Angels in America: Perestroika 
309-438-2535 
www.arts.ilstu.edu/theatre 
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Oct. 19 - 28 (Allen Theatre) 
Picnic by William Inge 
Nov. 1 - 5 (Studio Theatre) 
Death and the King's Horseman by Wole Soyinka 
Nov. 9 - 18 (WesthoffTheatre) 
Lonesome West by Martin McDonagh 
Nov. 29 - Dec. 3 (Studio Theatre) 
Fall Dance Concert 
Dec. 6 - 9 (Allen Theatre) 
A Flea in Her Ear by Georges Feydeau 
Feb. 22 - M'1r. 3 (Allen Theatre) 
Lysistrata by Aristophanes 
Mar. 22 - 25 (Studio Theatre) 
The Mikado by Gilbert and Sullivan 
Mar. 29 - Apr. 7 (Westhoff Theatre) 
Twelfth Night by William Shakespeare 
Apr. 11 - 15 (Studio Theatre) 
Hedda Gabler by Henrik Ibsen 
Apr. 19 - 28 (Allen Theatre) 
Spring Dance Concert 
May 3 - 5 (WesthoffTheatre) 
( ,I Ui°rt(,iS Sli~~espe~re festiv~i Jo~ri"ri9 ((,mp~-,,~ 
Three months of Shakespeare just isn't enough? Not 
to worry - part of the Festival hits the road during 
the off season to educate and entertain audiences 
from all over. 
As the Festival's educational outreach program, the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival Touring Company is 
designed to demystify Shakespeare and other authors 
by presenting their works in the fun and interactive 
atmosphere of live theatre. The Company travels to schools, grade school through college level, and 
out into the communities of Illinois and beyond, to teach Shakespeare in ways that all audiences can 
understand and enjoy. The Company takes one of Shakespeare's timeless classics and performs an 
adaptation that bridges Shakespearean language to contemporary language. The company also offers 
assemblies and workshops to utilize Shakespeare and poetry to enhance imagination and creativity, 
while developing an interest in literature. For more information or to book a tour, contact Emily 
Churchill at (309) 438-8974 . 
. ....... ....... ...... .. .. . ........... ..... .. . 
! Community Pl 
! Theatre For Yo 
Community Players Theatre 
2000-2001 Season 
: Presents 
Tickets are 
$8-$13 
and are 
available at 
the Box 
Office 
CEUPREN : ·-··•-- ~ 
~blJEN: ~ Sea~0 ~ioket s ·-
~~~~--~ ! - · $52.00 ~ ' 
: .___· -~--'~--~~-,~~,...._ __ __,, 
l : (Musical) S~l!J~ (Romantic Comedy) 
....._P-er_fo_nnan _ c_e_D-at-es_:__, September 15-17; 1" November 
21-24; 28-30 ., ~~ 3-5· 9-11 
July 6-9; 13-16 " \!l!il~mJ~j ' 
........... ...... ............................ 
Community Players 
Theatre 
20 I Robinhood Lane, Bloomington 
309-663-2121 
www.communityplayers.org 
The Miracle Worker 
U t ~IH) 11 l rlr 1 ~rlltt 
(Drama) 
March 16-18; 22-24 
(Musical) 
January 19-21; 
25-28; 
February 1-3 
(Musical) 
May 11-13; 17-20; 
24-27 
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Beckie Benner, Leanna Bordner, Richard Borowski, 
Jerry Carlson, Shannon Covey, Karen Dunton, Angela 
Kremer, Karen Long, Mary McCulley, Maggie Nelson, 
James E. Scott, Sharon Stille 
College of Fine Arts 
Roosevelt Newson, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Ron Mottram, Chair, Department of Art 
Arved Larsen, Chair, Department of Music 
Fergus G. Currie, Chair, Department of Theatre 
Shari Zeck & the ORAT staff 
Theatre Department Staff 
Nancy Becker, Rosemary Stockle, Corene Violante 
t's 
ere! 
Your Lite FJ\1 ·,. 
Sunday 
7:30 pm 
June 17 
Monday 
18 
Tuesday 
7:30 pm 
Who steals my purse steals trash; 'tis something, nothing; 
'Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands: 
But he that filches from me my good name 
Robs me of that which not enriches him 
And makes me poor indeed. - Othello 
July 1 
8 
Love's Labour's 
15 
Othello 
22 
Othello 
29 
Love's Labour's 
5 
Othello 
2 
9 
16 
23 
30 
6 
3 
IO 
17 
Love's Labour's 
24 
Coriolanus 
31 
Coriolanus 
7 
Love's Labour's 
SPEARE FESTIVAL 2001 
Love's Labour's Lost 
Othello 
Coriolanus 
June 22 - August 11, 2001 
Your seats at the Festival are ready for you for next summer! 
Plan ahead for the most exciting event of the summer. 
Subscription packages are available now! 
Subscribe by the last day of the 2000 Festival season 
and get this year's prices for next year's shows. 
Stop by the Box Office or Gift Shop for a special 
plan-ahead subscription form. 
Wednesday 
7:30 pm 
20 
Love's Labour's 
Preview 
4 
Holiday 
II 
18 
Coriolanus 
25 
Love's Labour's 
August 1 
Othello 
8 
Love's Labour's 
Thursday 
8:00 pm 
21 
Othello 
Preview 
28 
Love's Labour's 
5 
Othello 
12 
Coriolanus 
Preview 
Othello 
26 
Othello 
2 
Coriolanus 
9 
Coriolanus 
Friday 
8:00 pm 
22 
Love's Labour's 
Opening 
29 
Othello 
6 
Love's Labour's 
13 
Coriolanus 
Opening 
20 
Love's Labour's 
27 
Coriolanus 
3 
Love's Labour's 
IO 
Othello 
Saturday 
2 pm/8 pm 
23 
Othello 
Opening 
30 
Love's Labour's 
7 
Othello 
14 
Love's Labour's 
21 
Love's (matinee) 
Coriolanus (eve) 
28 
Love's (matinee) 
Othello (eve) 
4 
Coriolanus 
II 
Love's Labour's 
Schedule is subject to change. Tickets will be mailed in late May, 2001 
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FESTIVAL FACTS 
RESTROOMS 
Restrooms are located by the South theatre entrance. Handicapped facilities are available. 
Box OFFICE 
Westhoff Theatre Box Office 309/438-2535 
( comer of School & Beaufort Streets in Normal) 
Campus Box 5700 • Normal, IL 61790-5700 
Open 12:00-5:00 Monday through Sunday and before indoor performances 
Ewing Box Office 309/828-9814 
(Ewing Courtyard) 
Open 6:00-8:00 pm (outdoor performance evenings) 
FESTIVAL POLICIES 
• Cameras and recording devices of any kind are not allowed in the theatre. 
• Glass bottles, coolers, and picnic baskets are not allowed in the Festival theatre. Non-alcoholic 
drinks not in glass containers are allowed, as well as snack items. 
• Patrons are asked to refrain from walking on the stage at all times. 
• Latecomers will not be seated until a suitable break in the play's action at the discretion of the 
House Manager and only in seats chosen by the House Manager. 
• Smoking is not allowed in the theatre. 
• Please tum off watch alarms, beepers, pagers, and cell phones. If you need to be reached for an 
emergency, the House Manager will assist you. 
ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL ONLINE 
You can keep up with the Festival all year long with the Festival's own award-winning web site. 
CONTACTING THE FESTIVAL 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
Campus Box 5700 
Normal, IL 61790-5700 
Box Office .... .... ..... . .309/438-2535 
Ewing Box Office ........ .309/828-9814 
Group Sales . ... ... ..... .. 309/438-2535 
Management Office ........ 309/438-8974 
Fax ..................... 309/438-7214 
Costume Donations ....... .309/438-5150 
Shakespeare Society ..... . . .309/438-8974 
email ................. shake@ilstu.edu 
• For emergency contact, babysitters may call 
309/828-9814 (outdoor performances) or 
309/438-7314 (indoor performances). 
Please make sure the babysitter knows your 
seat location. 
Season information, background on the company, photos, costume and set designs, plus scholarly and entertaining articles on 
Shakespeare's plays - of great interest to both students and fans of Shakespeare. 
http://www.thefestival.org 
IT's OUTDOOR THEATRE! 
(Rain Policy) 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
is committed to outdoor theatre 
under the stars ( and the occa-
sional sprinkle). Wear your com-
fortable clothes and bring a rain 
jacket when there are clouds. If 
the weather is too dangerous for 
a performance at Ewing Manor, 
a performance of The Taming of 
the Shrew will be available at 
Westhoff Theatre in Normal. 
Announcement will be made 
after 5:30 pm on WBNQ (101.5-
FM), WJBC (1230-AM) and 
WGLT (89.1-FM). The parking 
attendant at Ewing Manor will 
also have this information and be 
able to direct you to Westhoff. 
Should any outdoor performance 
be stopped for good before inter-
mission, patrons may exchange 
their tickets for another perform-
ance. If the play is stopped after 
intermission, the evening will be 
considered complete and no tick-
et exchange will be possible. No 
refunds can be made for any per-
formance. 
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Program Guide design, editing, 
layout, and photography by 
Pete Guither. 
PETE CiUITHER 
This is Pete's 12th summer with the Festival. 
He also serves as General Manager of the Illi-
nois State Theatre production program, teach-
es Theatre Management, and handles most of 
the graphic design, photography, and web 
pages for the Theatre Department and Shake-
speare Festival. He was Musical Director for 
Company at Illinois State last fall. Pete 
received a BSS in Theatre from Cornell Col-
lege and an MFA in Performing Arts Manage-
ment under Stephen Langley at Brooklyn Col-
lege. He worked for the producers of Big River 
on Broadway, was Executive Director of the 
Gregg Smith Singers, and also travelled on the 
road as a lounge lizard. Photography is Pete's 
outside passion, and he had recent exhibits in 
Chicago, Normal, and the United Nations, as 
well as his award-winning online gallery, The 
Living Canvas. He is also President of the 
Board of New Millennium Theatre Company 
in Chicago. Pete is thrilled to see the new the-
atre come to life, and is thankful to all the peo-
ple in the Festival and the community who 
worked so hard for so many years to make the 
dream come true. 
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Freshly Prepared 
Authentic Italian Cuisine 
luNcH • D1NNER • TAKE OuT 
BANQUET f ACILITIES 
Pasta • Soups & Salads • Pizza • Seafood 
Fresh Fish • Chicken • Veal • Steaks 
Open Daily at 11 :00 am • RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED 
Phone 661-8322 
www.biaggis.com 
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Note: Two dollars from every ticket goes to the Illinois .·· 
Shakespeare Festival Endowment Fund. ....__.........,. ..... ___ ..._ _ __. 
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8:00 PM 
Signature 
FRIDAY 
8:00PM 
SATURDAY 
8:00 PM 
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OTHELLO LOVE'S 
PREVIEW 7: 30 LABOUR'S OTHELLO 
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LOVE'S 
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CORIOLANUS 
PREVIEW 
19 
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LOVE'S 
LABOUR'S 
21 
CORIOLANUS OTHELLO 
LOVE'S 
LABOUR'S 
2:00 PM LOVE'S 
8:00 PM CoR. 
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LOVE'S 2:00 PM LoVE's 
ORMAN~E CORIOLANUS LABOUR'S OTHELLO CORIOLANUS 8:00 PM OTHELLO 
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LOVE'S 
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THE TAMING OF THE SHREW 
BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 
Sponsored by 
Biaggi s Ristorante Italiano 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Costume Designer 
KATHRYN ROHE 
Lighting Designer 
PETER BEUDERT 
Stage Manager 
TIMOTHY JUHL 
Director 
KAREN KESSLER 
Scenic Designer 
PETER BEUDERT 
Sound Designer 
AARON PAOLUCCI 
Assistant Director 
LINDSEY L. SMITH 
ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL 
... anavro iooo 
- Don't Miss Out! -
Get the Festival's award-winning 
Program Guide for only $5.llll! 
Get the complete story in the special 60-page collector's edi-
tion program book which is good for all three productions, 
with synopses of the shows, directors' notes, background arti-
cles, Green Show details, information on the history of the 
Festival and the construction of the new theatre, next summer's 
schedule and much more! Available in the Gift Shop and at the 
theatre entrances 
CAST 
in order of appearance 
Kate ................................. REBECCA MACLEAN,£ 
Bianca ................ . ................ KATHLEEN LoGELIN 
Bianca's Friends ........................ COURTNEY CLONCH, 
FAITH HURLEY, JOAN MARIE LAUCKNER 
Hortensio ............................... DAVID KORTEMEIER 
Grernio ................................... WALTER BRODY 
Cafe Owner ............................. ZACHARY FISCHER 
Gentlemen of Padua ... JONATHAN AwoRI, CHRISTOPHER DENHAM, 
RAYMOND KuRUT, GLENN PROUD, DREW VIDAL1 
Lucentio ................................. MICHAEL BuRNs1 
Tranio ................................... JIMMIE GALAITES 
Baptista .......................... JACK McLAUGHLIN-GRAY,£ 
Biondello ................................ BRADLEY WHITE 
Petruchio ....................... . .... PHILIP EARL JoHNsON,£ 
Grumio ...................................... PAUL ERWIN 
Baptista's Secretary .......................... FAITH HURLEY 
Priest ........... -......................... JONATHAN AwoRI 
Curtis ............ . . , . ..................... JOE THOMPSON 
Peter ...................... . .. . .. . ... CHRISTOPHER DENHAM 
Nathaniel ................................ ZACHARY FISCHER 
Nicholas ................................. RAYMOND KuRuT 
Philip ...................................... GLENN PROUD 
Joseph ...................................... DREw VIDAL 
The Widow ............................... TANDY CRONYN,£ 
The Pedant ................................ STEVENYOUNG 
Tranio 's Maid ........................... COURTNEY CLONCH 
Bus Driver ................................. JOE THOMPSON 
Passengers ...................... FAITH HURLEY, DREW VIDAL1 
Police Officer ............................... GLENN PROUD 
The Haberdasher .......................... JoNATHAN AwoRI 
The Tailor ................................... JEAN VANIER 
The Tailor's Assistant ........................ LAUREN ORKus 
Vincentio ................................. HARRIS SMITH,£ 
Servants ....................... JoE THOMPSON, DREW VIDAL1 
Party Guests ............. JONATHAN AwoRI, COURTNEY CLONCH, 
CHRISTOPHER DENHAM, ZACHARY FISCHER, MARCUS D. HARVEY, 
FAITH HURLEY, RAYMOND KURUT, foAN MARIE LAUCKNER, 
PAMELA GAIL LAURIE, LAUREN ORKUS, 
GLENN PROUD, JEAN VANIER 
Understudies: 
JoNATHAN Aworu (Hortensio), CoURTEY CLONCH (Bianca), ZACHARY FISCHER 
(Vincentio), MARCUS D. HARVEY (Nathaniel), DAVID KORTEMEIER (Baptista), 
PAMELA GAIL LAURIE (The Tailor), KATHLEEN LoGELIN (Kate), THOMAS 
ANTHONY QUINN,£ (Petruchio), JEAN VANIER (The Widow) 
,£denotes member of Actors' Equity Association 1denotes Equity Membership Candidate 
- there will be one I 5-minute intermission -
ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL STAFF 2000 
EXECUTIVE STAFF 
Calvin MacLean ...................................... Artistic Director 
Fergus G. Currie .................................... Managing Director 
Pete Guither ...... General Manager/ Webmaster / Graphic Design/ Photography 
Pete Geddeis ............................... Assistant Managing Director 
June Eubanks ........ . ........................ Assistant Artistic Director 
DIRECTORS 
Karen Kessler ..... . .................................. Director (Shrew) 
Brant Pope ...................................... Director _(Musketeers) 
Calvin MacLean ....................................... D!Tector (John) 
June Eubanks .... Green Show Direction & Adaptation (John)/ Asst. Director (John/ Musketeers) 
Lindsey Smith .... Green Show Direction & Adaptation (Shrew)/ Asst. Director (Shrew) 
Bill Jenkins ................ Green Show Direction & Adaptation (Musketeers) 
DESIGNERS 
Peter Beudert ...... . .................... Scenic/Lighting Designer (Shrew) 
John Stark ................................ Scenic Designer (Musketeers) 
Ron Keller ..................................... Scenic Designer (John) 
J. William Ruyle ............................. Resident Lighting Designer 
Patrick M. Leahy ..... Assoc. Lighting Designer/ Lighting Designer (Westhoff Theatre) 
Aaron Paolucci ................................ Resident Sound Designer 
Roderick Peeples ................................ Sound Designer (John) 
Kathryn Rohe ............ . .................. Costume Designer ( Shrew) 
Dan Wilhelm ............................ Costume Designer (Musketeers) 
Barbara Pope ....... . ......................... Costume Designer (John) 
MovEMENT, TEXT, AND Music 
Harris Smith ........................... Fight Choreographer (Shrew/John) 
Paul Dennhardt ......................... Fight Choreographer (Musketeers) 
Drew Vidal ................. Fight Captain / Green Show Fight Choreographer 
Connie de Veer ............................. Dance Choreography (Shrew) 
Christine Sevec-Johnson ....... . ........................... Vocal Coach 
Jim Major .............................. Director of the Madrigal Singers 
Cory Howell ............................................. Asst. Director 
Cathy Bailey, Gretchen Kemp, Pamela Roy Howell ................... Sopranos 
Kathryn Milner, Sharol McNeilus, Liz Stimac .......................... Altos 
Andy Steadman, Niall Casserly, Cory Howell ................. . ........ Tenors 
Andy Jensen,Tim Soszko, Chris Elven ................. . ............. Basses 
STAGE MANAGEMENT 
Debbie Alley.IE ............. Production Stage Manager/ Stage Manager (John) 
Timothy Juhl ................................... Stage Manager (Shrew) 
Sarah Bierenbaum ........................... Stage Manager (Musketeers) 
Laura Lamoureux ....... Asst. Stage Mgr. (John) / Stage Mgr. (John Greenshow) 
Brett Presson .... Asst. Stage Mgr. (Musketeers) I Stage Mgr. (Musk. Greenshow) 
Rebecca Goldstein .... Asst. Stage Mgr. (Shrew) I Stage Mgr. (Shrew Greenshow) 
MANAGEMENT STAFF 
Peter Geddeis .................................. Asst. Managing Director 
Karen Bednarz ..... Company Manager/ House Manager/ Public Relations Asst. 
Rick Warner .................... Director of Marketing and Public Relations 
Emily Churchill ...... Asst. Director of Marketing, Fundraising and Group Sales 
Melissa Humbert ............................... Administrative Associate 
Antony Hill ........ . .... . ............... . .... Director of Merchandising 
Monica Thieme ....... . .... . ............................. Head Usher 
Tim Holbrook ........................................ Ticket Manager 
Paul Berg ................ . .... Asst. Ticket Manager / Concessions Manager 
Samantha Dawson .................................. Management Intern 
Catherine Flowers .................... . .... . ........ Management Intern 
Becky Goodrich .... . .. . .... . ................. . ..... Management Intern 
Jen Dawson ................ . ........................ Box Office Asst. 
Ryan Rappa ....................... . .. . .... . ......... Box Office Asst. 
Caroline Gordon ... . ...................... . .... . ...... Office Manager 
IT'S OUTDOOR THEATRE! (Rain Policy) 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival is committed to outdoor theatre under the stars 
(and the occasional sprinkle). Wear your comfortable clothes and bring a rain jacket 
when there are clouds. If the weather is too dangerous for a performance at Ewing 
Manor, a performance of The Taming of the Shrew will be available at Westhoff Theatre 
in Normal. Announcement will be made after 5:30 pm on WBNQ (101 .5-FM), WJBC 
(1230-AM) and WGLT (89.1-FM). The parking attendant at Ewing Manor will also 
have this information and be able to direct you to Westhoff. Should any outdoor per-
formance be stopped for good before intermission, patrons may exchange their tickets 
for another performance. If the play is stopped after intermission, the evening will be 
considered complete and no ticket exchange will be possible. No refunds can be made 
for any performance. 
COSTUME STAFF 
Kari Beth Rust ................................ Costume Shop Supervisor 
Jennifer Cronin ................................. Asst. Designer (Shrew) 
Kristin Ligeski .................. Asst. Designer (King John)./ Running Crew 
Alison Roberts ....... . .... . ................. Asst. Designer (Musketeers) 
Jeanne Oost ........................................... Cutter/Draper 
Randal Blades ............ • • . • .................. Assistant Cutter/Draper 
Christal Schanes ............................ . Wigs and Crafts Supervisor 
Tantalaya Mckinney ............ Asst. Crafts Supervisor / Wardrobe Supervisor 
Leticia Delgado ......... . .......................... Costume Technician 
Sara Seavey ....................................... Costume Technician 
Abigail Wurster ....................... Costume Technician/ Running Crew 
Catherine Sweeney ...... . .......................... Costume Technician 
Kirsten Bogue ............... Apprentice Costume Technician / Running Crew 
Erin Nugent ................. Apprentice Costume Technician / Running Crew 
Kimberly Perez ...... . .. . .... Apprentice Costume Technician / Running Crew 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
Brad Hellwig ....................................... Scenic Supervisor 
David navalinsky ............. . ...................... Technical Director 
Dan P Conley ........................ Asst. Technical Director / Crew Head 
Denny Mays .................................... Scene Shop Supervisor 
Todd Poelstra ....................................... Master Carpenter 
Janine Vreatt ............................ . .. . .............. Carpenter 
Steven Neuenschwander ......... . ........................... Carpenter 
Aaron Paolucci ............................................ Carpenter 
Sam Wootten ....................... . .... . .. . .............. Carpenter 
Jennifer Sydney ............... . .................. Apprentice Carpenter 
Kyle J.H. Waites .................................. Apprentice Carpenter 
Nich Matonich ...................................... .Intern Carpenter 
Lee Maples ........ . ...... Props Supervisor/ Green Show Scenic Coordinator 
Matt Glaze ..... . ...................................... Props Artisan 
Emily Eggan ........................ . .... . .... Apprentice Props Artisan 
Sally Day ............................. . .. . ............. Scenic Artist 
Bernadette Brennan ...................................... Scenic Artist 
Patrick Nelson ...................................... Master Electrician 
Dennis Grimes ....... . .................................... Electrician 
Jodi Robinson .... . .... . .... . .. . . . .. . ..................... Electrician 
HIGH SCHOOL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
Sandra Zielinski .......................................... Coordinator 
Interns: Kirsten Bogue, Adam Cook, Samantha Dawson, Catherine Flowers, Becky 
Goodrich, Anna Jakubka, Laura Lamoureux, Nick Matonich, Michelle Warner 
FESTIVAL FACTS 
RESTROOMS 
Restrooms are located by the South theatre entrance. Handicapped facilities available. 
Box OFFICE 
Westhoff Theatre Box Office 309/438-2535 
( comer of School & Beaufort Streets in Normal) 
Campus Box 5700 • Normal, IL 61790-5700 
Open 12:00-5:00 Monday through Sunday and before indoor performances 
Ewing Box Office 309/828-9814 
(Ewing Courtyard) 
Open 6:00-8:00 pm (outdoor performance evenings) 
FESTIVAL POLICIES 
• Cameras and recording devices of any kind are not allowed in the theatre. 
• Glass bottles, coolers, and picnic baskets are not allowed in the Festiv~ theatre. Non-
alcoholic drinks not in glass containers are allowed, as well as snack items. 
• Patrons are asked to refrain from walking on the stage at all times. . 
• Latecomers will not be seated until a suitable break in the play's action at the discre-
tion of the House Manager and only in seats chosen by the House Manager. 
• Smoking is not allowed in the theatre. be 
• Please tum off watch alarms, beepers, pagers, and cell phones. If you need to 
reached for an emergency the House Manager will assist you. 
• For emergency contact, babysitters may call 309/828-9814 (outdoorJ?erformances) or 
309/438-7314 (indoor performances). Please make sure the babysitter knows your 
seat location. 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival• Campus Box 5700 • Normal, IL 61790-5700 
shake@ilstu.edu 
www.thefestival.org 
THE THREE MUSKETEERS 
by Eberle Thomas and Barbara Redmond 
adapted from Alexandre Dumas' novel Les Trois Mousquetaires 
and his play La Jeunesse des Mousquetaires 
Sponsored by 
Hampton Inn 
and 
First Edition 
Hair Salon 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Costume Designer 
DAN WILHELM 
Lighting Designer 
J. WILLIAM RUYLE 
Stage Manager 
SARAH BIERENBAUM 
Director 
BRANT POPE 
Scenic Designer 
JOHN STARK 
Sound Designer 
AARON PAOLUCCI 
Assistant Director 
JUNE EUBANKS 
The Director is II member of the Society of 
Stage Directors and Choreographers, Inc., 
an independent national labor union. 
ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL 
... a~ro ioo· 0 
- Don't Miss Out! -
Get the Festival's award-winning 
Program Guide for only $5.®! 
Get the complete story in the special 60-page collector's edi-
tion program book which is good for all three productions, 
with synopses of the shows, directors' notes, background arti-
cles, Green Show details, information on the history of the 
Festival and the construction of the new theatre, next summer's 
schedule and much more! Available in the Gift Shop and at the 
theatre entrances 
CAST 
in order of appearance 
Anne de Breuil, later Lady Clarick, or simply "Milady" ...... TANDY CRONYN.-E 
Paul Quenille, Comte de la Fere, later Athos, a Musketeer ... DAVID KORTEMEIER 
The Executioner of Lille ........................... WALTER BRODY 
The Innkeeper at "The Jolly Miller" ................. .JoE THOMPSON 
Zoe, the Innkeeper's Servant ........................... LAUREN ORKUS 
Rochefort, Captain of the Cardinal's Guards ........... • ....... PAUL ERWIN 
Jussac, a Lieutenant of the Cardinal's Guards ................. DREW VIDAL1 
Benoit, a member of the Cardinal's Guards .................. GLENN PROUD 
D' Artagnan, a young Gascon who becomes a Musketeer ...... MICHAEL BuRNS1 
Cardinal Richelieu (Armand Jean Du Plessis) .......... RODERICK PEEPLES.-£ 
Porthos, a Musketeer ....................... THOMAS ANTHONY QUINN,£ 
Aramis, a Musketeer .............................. ZACHARY FISCHER 
De Chemerault, a Musketeer .................... CHRISTOPHER DENHAM 
D'Estrees, a Musketeer ............................. JIMMIE GALAITES 
Treville, Captain of the King's Musketeers .................. STEVEN YOUNG 
Louis XIII, King of France .......................... BRADLEY WHITE 
La Chesnaye, the King's Page ........................ JoNATHAN AwoRI 
Leveque, a member of the Cardinal's Guards .............. RAYMOND KuRUT 
Toure!, a member of the Cardinal's Guards ............ CHRISTOPHER DENHAM 
Planchet, D'Artagnan's lackey ........................ JONATHAN AwoRI 
Bazin, Aramis' lackey .............................. JIMMIE GALAITES 
Mousketon, Porthos' lackey ............................ GLENN PROUD 
Grimaud, Athos' lackey .......................... MARCUS D. HARVEY 
Bonacieux, a grocer (Provisions Merchant to the King) ........ WALTER BRODY 
Constance, Bonacieux' wife & Maid of Honor to the Queen .. KATHLEEN LOG ELIN 
George Villiers, Duke ofBuckingham ................... HARRIS SMITH,£ 
Anne of Austria, Queen of France ................. REBECCA MACLEAN.-£ 
Patrick, Buckingham's aide ............................. DREW VIDAL1 
An English Naval Officer ........................ JIMMIE GALAITES 
Felton, a Puritan shipmaster .......................... RAYMOND KuRUT 
The Chief Alderman of Paris ........................ JoE THOMPSON 
Marguerite, a Lady-in-Waiting .......................... FAITH HURLEY 
A Nun at the Convent of the Carmelites in Bethune ...... JEAN VANIER 
Convent Nuns ............ COURTNEY CLONCH, JoAN MARIE LAUCKNER, 
PAMELA GAIL LAURIE 
Understudies: 
JoNATHAN AwoRI (Athos/ Treville), CHRISTOPHER DENHAM (Buckingham/ Benoit/ 
Mousketon), FA1rn HURLEY (Queen Anne/ Convent Nun), JoAN MARIE LAUCKER 
(Milady/ Marguerite), GLENN PROUD (Porthos/ De Chemerault/ Toure)), STEVEN YouNG 
(Richelieu/ La Chesnaye/ Planchet) 
.£denotes member of Actors' Equity Associati~n 1denotes Equity Membership Candidate 
- there will be one 15-minute intermission -
Sponsored in part by 
Bloomington Offset Process, Inc. 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Director 
CALVIN MACLEAN 
Costume Designer 
BARBARA POPE 
Lighting Designer 
J. WILLIAM RUYLE 
Stage Manager 
DEBBIE ALLEY,. 
Scenic Designer 
RON KELLER 
Sound Designer 
RODERICK PEEPLES 
Assistant Director 
JUNE EUBANKS 
This production of King John is dedicated 
to the memory of Kathryn MacLean Warfield 
ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL 
... «-M <oo0 
- Don't Miss Out! -
Get the Festival's award-winning 
Program Guide for only $5.00! 
Get the complete story in the special 60-page collector's edi-
tion program book which is good for all three productions, 
with synopses of the shows, directors' notes, background arti-
cles, Green Show details, information on the history of the 
Festival and the construction of the new theatre, next summer's 
schedule and much more! Available in the Gift Shop and at the 
theatre entrances 
KING JOHN 
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King John ........... . ........... . .. .. .. THOMAS ANTHONY QUINN.€ 
King Philip of France .......................... DAVID KORTEMEIER 
Lewis, the Dauphin ............ . .. . .. . .. . ...... . ZACHARY FISCHER 
Hubert, the Citizen of Angiers . .................. RODERICK PEEPLES.€ 
Philip Faulconbridge, the bastard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JIMMIE GALAITES 
Limoges, Duke of Austria/ Executioner 1 ............. HARRIS SMITH.€ 
Cardinal Pandulph ....................... JACK McLAUGHLIN-GRAY.€ 
The Earl of Salisbury ...... . .. . ................ . . BRADLEY WHITE 
The Earl of Essex ....................... . .. . .... MICHAEL BuRNS1 
The Earl of Pembroke ..................... . . . ..... WALTER BRODY 
Rob't Faulconbridge/Melun/French Army ............... PAUL ERWIN 
James Gurney/French Army ...................... RAYMOND KuRUT 
Sheriff/Peter Pomfret/ Angiers Citizen/English Army .. JONATHAN Aworu 
Chatillon/Lord Bigot/Executioner 2 ............... . .. STEVEN YOUNG 
French Herald/French Army/Philip's standard bearer ..... DREW VIDAL1 
Prince Henry ............................... CHRJSTOPHER DENHAM 
Prince Arthur ............. . ...... . ............... ZACHARY PRICE 
French Army/Messenger ...................... . ..... GLENN PROUD 
English Army/KJ's standard bearer/Messenger ......... JoE THOMPSON 
English Army/Salisbury's standard bearer ... .... . MARcus D. HARVEY 
Eleanor of Acquitaine ............................ TANDY CRONYN-4; 
Constance, Duchess of Brittany ................ REBECCA MACLEAN.€ 
Blanche of Spain . .. .......... . ......... .. ..... KATHLEEN LoGELIN 
Lady Faulconbridge/English Army/Messenger ........... JEAN VANIER 
French Army/Austria's standard bearer ................ FAITH HURLEY 
English Army/Essex's standard bearer ............ COURTNEY CLONCH 
English Army/Pembroke's standard bearer ....... PAMELA GAIL LAURJE 
English Herald/English Army/standard bearer .. JoAN MARJE LAUCKNER 
French Army ............. ... .................... LAUREN ORKus 
Understudies: 
PAUL ERWIN (King John), RAYMOND KuRUT (Cardinal Pandulph), LARUEN ORKUS 
(Constance/ Prince Arthur), JoE THOMPSON (Hubert), JEAN VANIER (Queen Eleanor), 
DREW VmAL1 (Austria) 
,.denotes member of Actors' Equity Association 1denotes Equity Membership Candidate 
- there will be one 15-minute intermission -
ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL STAFF 2000 
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Fergus G. Currie ... .... .......... . .. . .. ... ......... . Managing Director 
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Pete Geddeis ......... ..... .......... . ... . .. Assistant Managing Director 
June Eubanks ...... .. ........... .... . . ........ Assistant Artistic Director 
DIRECTORS 
Karen Kessler ....... .. . . .. . ..... . ..... . ..... . . ... . . .. Director (Shrew) 
Brant Pope ...... . . . . .. ..... . . . ... . ....... . ... . . . Director (Musketeers) 
Calvin MacLean ... . ... .... ... . ................... ... . . Director (John) 
June Eubanks .... Green Show Direction & Adaptation (John)/ Asst. Director (John/ Musketeers) 
Lindsey Smith .... Green Show Direction & Adaptation (Shrew)/ Asst. Director (Shrew) 
Bill Jenkins ................ Green Show Direction & Adaptation (Musketeers) 
DESIGNERS 
Peter Beudert .. . ........................ Scenic/Lighting Designer (Shrew) 
John Stark ................................ Scenic Designer (Musketeers) 
Ron Keller ..................................... Scenic Designer (John) 
J. William Ruyle ....... . ..................... Resident Lighting Designer 
Patrick M. Leahy ..... Assoc. Lighting Designer/ Lighting Designer (Westhoff Theatre) 
Aaron Paolucci . ................... ... . . ....... Resident Sound Designer 
Roderick Peeples ................... .. ........... Sound Designer (John) 
Kathryn Rohe .. .. . . . . ..... . . . ............... Costume Designer ( Shrew) 
Dan Wilhelm ...... ..... ............ . .... Costume Designer (Musketeers) 
Barbara Pope ... . ............... ... . .......... Costume Designer (John) 
MovEMENT, TEXT, AND Music 
Harris Smith ........... ... ... . ..... . ... Fight Choreographer (Shrew/John) 
Paul Dennhardt . . .. .. .... ..... .. . . .... . . Fight Choreographer (Musketeers) 
Drew Vidal ......... . ....... Fight Captain / Green Show Fight Choreographer 
Connie de Veer ......... .... ................ Dance Choreography (Shrew) 
Christine Sevec-Johnson .. .. ... . ....... . ................... Vocal Coach 
Jim Major .......................... .. .. Director of the Madrigal Singers 
Cory Howell ...... ... .......... ......... ................. Asst Director 
Cathy Bailey, Gretchen Kemp, Pamela Roy Howell .......... .. . . ..... Sopranos 
Kathryn Milner, Sharol McNeilus, Liz Stimac .. . ... .. ....... .... ... ... . Altos 
Andy Steadman, Niall Casserly, Cory Howell .. . ............... ..... ... Tenors 
Andy Jensen,Tim Soszko, Chris Elven ............................... Basses 
STAGE MANAGEMENT 
Debbie Alley.IE ............. Production Stage Manager/ Stage Manager (John) 
Timothy Juhl .. ... . .... . . . ... . . . ........ . ....... Stage Manager (Shrew) 
Sarah Bierenbaum .................. .. ....... Stage Manager (Musketeers) 
Laura Lamoureux . ...... Asst. Stage Mgr. (John)/ Stage Mgr. (John Greenshow) 
Brett Presson .... Asst. Stage Mgr. (Musketeers)/ Stage Mgr. (Musk. Greenshow) 
Rebecca Goldstein .... Asst. Stage Mgr. (Shrew) / Stage Mgr. (Shrew Greenshow) 
MANAGEMENT STAFF 
Peter Geddeis . . ........ ... ... . . .. ..... ..... .... Asst. Managing Director 
Karen Bednarz ..... Company Manager/ House Manager/ Public Relations Asst. 
Rick Warner ............. . ...... Director of Marketing and Public Relations 
Emily Churchill ...... Asst. Director of Marketing, Fundraising and Group Sales 
Melissa Humbert ..................... . ......... Administrative Associate 
Antony Hill .................... ... ........... Director of Merchandising 
Monica Thieme ...... . ... . ..... . ... . .. .. .......... . ...... Head Usher 
Tim Holbrook ........................................ Ticket Manager 
Paul Berg ...... ... .. .. . . ...... Asst. Ticket Manager / Concessions Manager 
Samantha Dawson ..... . ... ... ........ ..... ......... Management Intern 
Catherine Flowers .................... .... .. . .. . .... Management Intern 
Becky Goodrich .................................... Management Intern 
Jen Dawson ........ . ..... . ......... .. ............... Box Office Asst. 
Ryan Rappa .. . ..... .... . . . .. ... . . . ..... .. .. .. . ... . . . Box Office Asst. 
Caroline Gordon .... . . . ......... . . . .. .... . ... . . . .. .... Office Manager 
IT'S OUTDOOR THEATRE! (Rain Policy) 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival is committed to outdoor theatre under the stars 
(and the occasional sprinkle). Wear your comfortable clothes and bring a rain jacket 
when there are clouds. If the weather is too dangerous for a performance at Ewing 
Manor, a performance ofThe Taming of the Shrew will be available at Westhoff Theatre 
in Normal. Announcement will be made after 5:30 pm on WBNQ (101.5-FM), WJBC 
(1230-AM) and WGLT (89.1-FM). The parking attendant at Ewing Manor will also 
have this information and be able to direct you to Westhoff. Should any outdoor per-
formance be stopped for good before intermission, patrons may exchange their tickets 
for another performance. If the play is stopped after intermission, the evening will be 
considered complete and no ticket exchange will be possible. No refunds can be made 
for any performance. · 
COSTUME STAFF 
Kari Beth Rust .............. .... ..... ... ...... Costume Shop Supervisor 
Jennifer Cronin .. .... ... . ....................... Asst. Designer (Shrew) 
Kristin Ligeski ... . .. .. ... .. ..... Asst. Designer (King John)/ Running Crew 
Alison Roberts ........... ... ................ Asst. Designer (Musketeers) 
Jeanne Oost ......... .. . .. ............. .... .......... . . Cutter/Draper 
Randal Blades .................................. Assistant Cutter/Draper 
Christal Schanes ....................... .... .. Wigs and Crafts Supervisor 
Tantalaya Mckinney . . ..... .. ... Asst. Crafts Supervisor / Wardrobe Supervisor 
Leticia Delgado ........... . ............ . ..... .. .. . . Costume Technician 
Sara Seavey ......... ...... ........................ Costume Technician 
Abigail Wurster ............ ....... .... Costume Technician/ Running Crew 
Catherine Sweeney ... . ... . ......................... Costume Technician 
Kirsten Bogue ............. .. Apprentice Costume Technician / Running Crew 
Erin Nugent ................. Apprentice Costume Technician / Running Crew 
Kimberly Perez ..... . ... .... . Apprentice Costume Technician / Running Crew 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
Brad Hellwig ........... . ........................... Scenic Supervisor 
David navalinsky ............ . .......... . ............ Technical Director 
Dan P Conley ................. . ..... . Asst. Technical Director / Crew Head 
Denny Mays ............................ . ....... Scene Shop Supervisor 
Todd Poelstra ........... .. ........ . .. . ......... . ... . Master Carpenter 
Janine Vreatt .... .. ....... . ...... . ... . . . .................. . Carpenter 
Steven Neuenschwander ..................................... Carpenter 
Aaron Paolucci ............ . ............................... Carpenter 
Sam Wootten ...... . .................. ...... ......... .... .. Carpenter 
Jennifer Sydney ...... .... ................ . .. . .... Apprentice Carpenter 
Kyle J.H. Waites ... ... ..... .... ..... . . ... ......... Apprentice Carpenter 
Nich Matonich ...................................... .Intern Carpenter 
Lee Maples .............. . Props Supervisor/ Green Show Scenic Coordinator 
Matt Glaze ... ..... . ...... . ............ .. .............. Props Artisan 
Emily Eggan .. .. . .. . .......................... Apprentice Props Artisan 
Sally Day ........... .. ...... . ..................... . .... Scenic Artist 
Bernadette Brennan ........... . .... ........ .............. Scenic Artist 
Patrick Nelson ............ .. ... . .. ........ .......... Master Electrician 
Dennis Grimes ....................... . .... ............. ... Electrician 
Jodi Robinson ........ ...... ... . . . .. ........... . .. .... . ... Electrician 
HIGH SCHOOL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
Sandra Zielinski ....... ....... ............................ Coordinator 
Interns: Kirsten Bogue, Adam Cook, Samantha Dawson, Catherine Flowers, Becky 
Goodrich, Anna Jakubka, Laura Lamoureux, Nick Matonich, Michelle Warner 
FESTIVAL FACTS 
RESTROOMS 
Restrooms are located by the South theatre entrance. Handicapped facilities available. 
Box OFFICE 
Westhoff Theatre Box Office 309/438-2535 
(corner of School & Beaufort Streets in Normal) 
Campus Box 5700 • Normal, IL 61790-5700 
Open 12:00-5:00 Monday through Sunday and before indoor performances 
Ewing Box Office 309/828-9814 
(Ewing Courtyard) 
Open 6:00-8:00 pm (outdoor performance evenings) 
FESTIVAL POLICIES 
• Cameras and recording devices of any kind are not allowed in the theatre. 
• Glass bottles coolers and picnic baskets are not allowed in the Festival theatre. Non-
alcoholic drinks not 'in glass containers are allowed, as well as snack items. 
• Patrons are asked to refrain from walking on the stage at all times. 
• Latecomers will not be seated until a suitable break in the play's action at the discre-
tion of the House Manager and only in seats chosen by the House Manager. 
• Smoking is not allowed in the theatre. -
• Please turn off watch alarms, beepers, pagers, and cell phones. If you need to be 
reached for an emergency, the House Manager will assist you. 
• For emergency contact, babysitters may call 309/828-98'14 ( outdoor ~erformances) or 
309/438-7314 (indoor performances). Please make sure the babysitter knows your 
seat location .• 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival• Campus Box 5700 • Normal, IL 61790-5700 
shake@ilstu.edu 
www.thefestival.org 
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